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PREFACn

he view tnat in tne next decade science and technology should
play an increasinc- role in the acnievement of social objectives is
gaining rapid acceptance. The protagonists of this view formulate
the problem as one of reorienting the goals of sc:ence and tech-
nology: science, aaiing brought technological progress in industry,
agriculture and defence, snould now se brougnt to tear on areas such
as Education, transportation, urban development and health.

this viewooint also implies that, in tnese new areas, tne
social sciences will grow in importance. :'hey will be integrated
in a comprenensive science policy covering all brancnes of scientific
endeavour. New relationsnips between the natural and the social
sciences will be forged.

._.ere is an unwritten assumation in all this: that scientific
knowledge and oolitical action in relation to social problems have
similar relationships to tnose in the field of natural phenomena.
Crudely stated, it assumes that tnere are social "technologies" -
that is to say rules for behaviour wnich can translate theoretical
knowled;e into oserational cractice. Cn the other hand, there is an
equall: resnectable out different hypothesis about the way knowledge
of social systems relates to rolicy or Political action: knowledge
does not prescribe, it restates problems and tne options for deal3n7
with them. It leaves choices open.

riaasearcn policy in relation to social problems, for example
education, cannot escape this dilemma. rne objectives of a research
policy cannot be formulated except in the context of educational and
related :olicy goals. 'nhe orF7anisation of the decision-making
process to acnieve the objectives must be brought into the picture.
In effect, research anal development programmes and institutions must
be related to decision-taking both at policy and "grass roots" levels.

autnor of this Kjell bide, has endeavoured to
formulate a framework within which tnere complicated relationsnips
can be examined. _ne merit of one Report is not so much chat it
provides precise :roposals for estaollsninn a policy for educational
research, but tnat it nroToses a framework for stating the relation-
ships involved. It n.ra:.les wits the .,,ay in which new knowledge can
be efTectiv,ly relates to the objectives of education: what the role
of scientnic institutions should se in the total structure of tne
educational establishment; and how tne different agencies involved
should interact. Moreover, Mr :!ade's analysis r ersistently, even if
implicitly, keeps the research worker as an individual in the middle
of tne cicture. ,ne role of "informative criticism", which is at
the centre of flit analysis, recognises tne naivety of the asnum:tion
tnat researcn workers, exist to .rovide "answers" to the "problems"
of Incision-makers.

r



:sl: sa :cat: nal research Las considerable
im'ortonce at tnt :resent :ire, woon e lucational renearcL is beint7

to -raluse ::ore :ractical results. In efIect, It argues
tart a Towerfdi an rractical roie is nlayed by restating nroblems
an; lormulatan,-- :clicy oc,tIons - as or nosed to nrovidinm technolo-
p7ical pr?::cri:taons. It snoul: neic policy-makers to arrive at a
more raiistic view of wot tLe-, can ex:.ect from toe increasing
reources nein, :evOro. o :ucational renearco anu development.

seconi cens.::uonce of tai s view:01ot is tnat researco, inno-
.tion an: ;oliscy-:iannin must ot_. zeera as part of toe same process.

in eflect, a Vu:' re,earcL woico is divorced from policy
or,6ectives an: lecision-r:-okin,- mecnooisms nes no meanirw in social
sectors sucn an education, nealtn and urban develement. it would
be -'m: tin." to drov. %Le lurtder conclusion tnat :11 toree functions
can be em'oracel in a restated c000e7,:t of plan- L4. 1."Ir nine's

aoal:'sln nu- ests toe wiser conclusion tnat x_,:nress will be made
by sr:co:mad-in: eLe corn:lc:city of toe reiationsnips involved, ani

ef:ectIveness tLr3U1-q more clearly defined roles and
uetwr_en olicy, nianninm and reseorcn ai:encies, ratmer

',non tLsou-n .ronolit.:lc or;i;anisation.

:oe renort an t-:e no :e t%ot at will contribute rot
on to na leote onout or:1-anisotion :al educational rsearch,

,t ol 0 -0 e :irct.ssIon anout one orm.anication of One
reseorco-ievelot7ent-innovation rocess in social sectors w..rf_
rai1c anv:tm.n.s Tapir:it increasin,-.

'entre for Illcation-,1
:earc: and innovation



This pai.r rercsents an a'tempt to clfu'ify certain as;ects of
education research ;Jolley. In order to achieve this aim, we have
found it necessary to relate our discussion to more' basic ideas
about education, research, and policy in general. The conclusions
reached depend to a great extent on tnis general frame of reference.
We have therefore found it arpropriate to s: ell out these underlying
assumptions, though recognising that trey have implications far be-
yond the field of educational research policy.

We start with the assumption that education is not a field of
political decision-making with its "own" goals and its "own" instru-
ments of policy. While conventionally a specific set of instruments
may be defined as educational, tne use of such instruments influences
a wide range of coals for national policies. In fact, few societal
goals are free of educational Influence but education is never the
only policy instrument for tne achievement of such goals.

In this respect, research is in a similar situation. Its
instrumentalities are even less internally interdependent, and more
influenced by outside factors, than those of education. This causes
us to suggest tnat research is less meaningful as a separate, insti-
tutionalised field of policy than education.

As a result, educational and research activity have a low degree
of autonomy in decision-making models. It follows that responsi-
bility for tne achievement of societal goals must be shared between
the various fields of policy, and at all levels in a decision-making
hierarchy. This implies, in its turn, an extensive exchange of in-
formation between all task groups within a total organisational
structure; an exchange not restricted to communication through
points of co-ordination high in the hierarchy. It also implies the
motivation, at all levels in the organisation, for integrating
information in decision making.

Such motivation can only be fully achieved through a chance in
the authority structures which will replace the exertion of bres-
criptive authority aria of bargaining strategies by non-directive
information. Tnis implies an active participation in decisions - a
wide range of discretion - at all levels including tne right of in-
dependent interpretation of the general goal structure.

It thus becomes necessary to redefine roles, and make the criti-
cal function an integral part of role expectations. Only through
use or informative criticism can organisations adapt to tha -ink;
conditions and reach rational decisions through interplay between
the various decision-making units.

Phis is not simply a plea for decentralisation, or' for "laisse2,
faire" which can allow authority to even more irescri;,tive within
units at lower levels. Active policies ar( needed, by competent

c. _



auneritie-, u each individual with auequate discretion and
ofeak d.-2wn entrenched authority structures.

While informative criticism, ants its alternative, prescriptive
criticism, can hardly be exerted simultaneously by tce same indivi-
dual, the two critical functions are highly complementary in society
at lar,;e. ?rcscriptive criticism stimulates tne process r)f informa-
tive criticism. On the ot:.er nand, when ,,,rescriptiue cricicism leads
to a change in :ower ali:-iments desirable change depends decisively
on t'.e active functioning of informative criticism.

In this context research has an essential role to play but not
as the sole generator of new ideas an.: insights, to be disseminated
to an outside world of 'users". Not a role of an elite licensed to
exert prescriptive authority based on "professional" ideologies.
Put because researchers have wide discretion, research can contribute
:,icnificantly to the development of an attitude of informative criti-
cism in all centres of policy making, and at all levels of society.

i:esearch policy should taus aim primarily at creating the con-
ditions under which this critical role can operate. Tnis means
creaking down existing authority structures witn their constraints
to discretion which today hamper the performance of its critical
function within research itself. It also means recognising that the
sources of new insa.-ht are various and that no function - including
research - has an exclusive leadership role to pla n informative
criticism.

Various forms of research, developmental acti,:ities, planning
and administration, and practical work in the field can contribute
to this process. rhey complement and must interact with each other
to function adequately. All rank equally in importance, and no
function soula oe rcgarded as subservient to others. No function
should be assessed by the criteria of another function.

Furthermore, no strict division of labour between institutions,
in terms of functions or responsibilities, should apply. Intercnange
of personnel, and compatible career structures should facilitate
co:mon communication and interaction.

Cuch is tne L;enera: role of research as we conceive it, and it
citermin,: our vipws of educational research. In this paper, there-
fore, we see educational research policy more an expression of a
political pur:,cse in education, than as an integral field of policy.
If informative criticisr-, becomes general and p,2netrates all layers
of educational activities, educational researcn nas an essential role
to :lay.

ifni2 role, however, dePnUs on the proper functioning of tnis
process, tarticularly in individual schools. In education, as well
as in other fields, it calls for a radical change in balance in
authority structures between prescriptive authority and non-
directive informaticn.

resent conditions of educational research are frequently not
conducive to the effective performance of this role. Current re-
.learch rfforts freuentiv make no sir-nificant intact on educational
race .cc orcause tLoy are :IaLperd py the harriers of discipline-



based university research, by traditional rules governing qualifi-
cation for research work, and force: by lack of funds to concentrate
on limited projects which lack the minimum autonomy in underlying
research models to yield generally valid results. Complementary
developmental activities are often quite limited, suffering also
from misdirected "scientific" evaluation based on inappropriate
criteria.

Three main sets of instruments are available for creating con-
ditions in which educational research can play its proper role.
Tney are organisational measures, recruitment policies, and resource
allocation. We discuss each separately.

There is a need for a system of institutions, which we have
grouped in three main categories, research/service institutions,
research/teaching institutions, and research/application institu-
tions. Lhe categories are distinguished partly by their institu-
tional location and interinstitutional relationships, and partly by
the main orientation of their work; their chosen goal-structure.

No 6Lrict division of functions is envisaged. Tne range of
discretion should be considerable in all institutional categories.
University type institutions need, however, most freedom from limita-
tions imposed from the outside. Their function might be termed
"fundamental research" which is definable in terms of organisational
characteristics rather than the nature of the research. We find no
operational use for the term "fundamental research" in any other
sense. There is, however, no reason why it should not be of e.g.
developmental character.

All institutions should have a basic budget, providing for a
nucleus of staff, and the building up of basic competence and opera-
tional programmes of tneir own choice. In addition, outside grants
and contracts should form the basis for additional programmes.

The staff composition should be multi-disciplinary and represent
varied backgrounds. Career patterns should be sufficiently compa-
tible to permit frequent exchange of personnel, but performance must
be assessed according to the relevant functions and not dominated by
those of the well establis:Ied professions in the field. On tne
contrary, existing professionalised roles shouldte modified and
widened to break down the traditional rid connections between pro-
fessional roles and specific functions. This also applies to inter-
nal staff interactions; participation in decisions and a wiJe range
of individual discretion snould be ensured.

The principle of differentiated roles should also be applied to
tne organisational surerstructure. Central university bodies, re-
search councils, developmental agencies, and funding agencies within
central government, all have their roles to play, acting from their
particular goal orientation, ani thus ensure that research perform-
ing institutions nave i discretion.

The recruitm-nt and -raining of personnel must serve the whole
ranee of functions to be 1,erformed; a major reorientation of current

Tractices and qualification requirements will be necessary.
The frequent monopoly of university Institutions may need to be
broken, and rerlaced by a new owcter.: of collaboration between a



variety of in-titut_Lons. Authoritarian ieaturLs of current trainin:,
practicps must to aboliseci, so tat stusents will particaDate
actively in decisions.

Recruiting personnel from other fields, within and outside that
of researcn, would be necessary .)otn to ensure rapid growth and open
com unication. eeular systtms of exclear,-e should be develoi,ed.
ex..anaing an.. intellectually lively milieu for educational research
mint, nowever, be the stroreeest factor.in attracting ;ersonnel from
other fields.

ilesource allocation in educational research, as in other fields,
tends to be based on asses-ments of prooect feasibility. As a result,
seort term ::ersectives are allowed to dominate policy, thus creating
a cumulative sins in he distribution of resources. Long term
policies, on toe other hand, :=.ermit relevance to become critical as
the conlitions fur feasibility may be developed with time. Relevance
rather tnan snort term feasibility, should be the aim of research
policy.

.ne assessment of relevance, however, creates substantial
i.roclems, due to the complex interactions of most educational vari-
ables. The traditional requirements of "academic" research act as
a constraint to the relevance of such projects. Valid answers to
questions of relevance in education often seem more likely to be
found through major developmental programmes.

One example of :_roblems of "relevance" is the current cost
structure of the educational system. The problems are only relevant
educationally to a certain degree. They have mostly a low decree of
autonomy as researcn models, and are not easily accessible to re-
search. Inc trial and error methcl of practical developmental work,
both at the micro and toe macro level, are for a long time likely to
contribute most to the gaining of new insights in education.

A fourth major instrumcnt of research policy is certain aspects
of international collaboration. Tnere is not much in educational
research, nut tne potential is substantial, though more for its
impact on the quality of national research than because it will save
national research efiorts. iLe lack of an anproriate national re-
search milieu -revents scientifically weaker countries from making
effecteve U3E of the international pool of knowledge, the selection
of relevant information being even more of a problem than the access
to it. Co-operative research efforts should at least partly be
viewed in tais 11:7ht; the emphasis should be more on stimulating
national research and effective communication than on "in-house"
research zerf,rmance. f.'his conflicts, however, with the predominant
reward system in research.

he existence of In international research milieu, dominating
nat.,onai researco stahlards leads to conflicts %lith national research
priorities. This is most clearly seen in developing countries, but
is equaly true for economically advanced nations. Lack of proper
criteria fpr research policies makes dependence on international
standaris - waico may be of dubious relevance - even stronger. Eost
serious, however, is the transfer of values inherent in research
ap.roac:.es and findings. All the implicit assumptions underlying
researen models wits a low degree of autonomy - reflecting nationally



predominant value structures - are imported with the "findings".
Examples of this kind, including such notions as research as a 'i-

marily "product" - producing activity, are discussed later.

Research collaboration on a much bigger scale is needed, but
its proper use requires that a number of conditions be fulfilled,
and some of those conditions are listed. However, the essential
function of such collaboration should be to widen treditional ideas
about what is feasi;,,ie in education, and to contlioute to a more
explicit examination and presentation -dlue structures under-
lying current national practice. Tht ctie should not be to
:;rov:ie access to an abundance of res, ',.oduc',.s of obscure
relevance and value implications, but to enrich tne process of in-
formative critism through all the educational system.

In all of our countries, educational research has only received
a tiny fraction of resources devoted to education, usually about 0.1
per cent. It may appear ridiculous to expect efforts at this level
to have a substantial impact. Yet, some quite significant impact
can be traced, indicating that increased efforts may yield major
results.

But there is no cheap way of obtaining revolutionary changes in
education. ,hen education is sometimes expected, of itself, to cure
basic diseases of contemporary society, neither research nor any
other set of educational m(asures can offer the solution. However,
when given adequate means - and this implies resources of an order
of magnitude quite different from tne present - educational research
has the potential to make an essential contribution to fundam:ental
changes in education.

To de so requires a policy which allows research to function in
a general climate of informative criticism, penetrating the whole of
the educational system, and interacting with prescriptive criticism.
CLnly in such conditions can research fulfil its basic- critical func-
tion, to the benefit of human progress.



A. INTRODUCTION

In many areas of human activity research and development work
is accepted as an essential source of continuous innovation, and the
results of such work form the basis of policy, planning, management
and practical execution. In education - in policy as well as in
practice - tne impact of research and development work appears to be
small compared to other factors and considerations. This raises the
following questions;

Is this due to the particular nature of the educational
process - and, if so, what makes education less amenable
to R and D?

Is this due to the particular nature of educational
research in research policy terms - and if so, why?

How far can the explanation be found in the absence'or
failure of a well-directed policy for educational R and D?

Such questions cannot be tackled without reference to a theory
of the nature of policy-making, of education and of research and
development. The first part of this document outlines some elements
of such a theory first in terms of a formal decision-making structure
based on goals and instruments, secondly in terms of a different and
more realistic concept of authority, and finally in terms of the
informal power structure surrounding policy-making.

In the second part, problems facing policy-makers are discussed.
For example, what aspects of the present situation in educational
R and D are not compatible with those general criteria, wnat organi-
sational instruments are available and how should they be used; how
can recruitment practices be made consistent with general policy
aims in this field; how can priorities for resource allocation be
established.

:%!uch of the following analysis is equally relevant to policies
outside the field of education. Research policy in education is not
unique; on the contrary, this particular field of activity may be
well suited to illustrate general principles, which in other fields
are obscured by particular features of contempory societiex.



B. THE CONCEII OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCLT POLICY

1. Outline of an Analytical _Framework

To give a more definite meaning to such terms as "policy",
"education" and "research", a general theoretical framework is
necessary.

A general definition of policy might be decision-making on the
basis of normative criteria. When nothing else is said, we are con-
cerned with national policy; with decisions taken by bodies entrusted
with authority to act on behalf of the nation as a whole.

The normative character of policy decisions implies that they
refer to more or less defined goals, which, related to each other in
a certain way, form a goal structure. The commitment to serve such
goals is implicit in the authority entrusted to the decision-making
bodieS. For our purpose, there is no need to define the nature of
the goal structure. Nor do we have to assume that the goal structure
is well enough defined to provide definite decisions when the neces-
sary factual information is available. We may well assume, for
example, that a bargaining process takes place before final decisions
are being made.

Within a formal organisational structure the decision-making
process includes decisions taken at various "levels" within the
organisation. The goal structure may be broken down into individual
sub-goals, and each sub-unit within the organisation may be entrusted
With the responsibility for promoting its specific sub-goal with all
the means available to it. But the tasks of sub-units may also be
differently defined. They may each be entrusted with the control of
a specific set of policy instruments to serve the total goal struc-
ture of tne organisation. A simple illustration of such a decision-
making structure is given in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1.

y
1

- 17 -



In the case represented in Figure 1. tnree subordinate decision-
making bodies carry responsibility for serving ttle sub-goals xl, x2

and x
3
respectively. They all report to a superior body responsible

for the general goal structure of organisation X. X. is thus a
function of the sub-goals x1, x2 and

1' 2 3',

The first sub-unit has at its disposal three policy instruments,
y1, y2 and y3, by which its particular sub-goal can be served.

Correspondingly, the two other sub-unit's haVe'at their disposal the
policy instruments z

1, 2
z- and z

3'
and v

1,
v
2

and v
3

respectively.

The three sub-goals are thus functions of the policy instruments
( "action parameters") at the disPosal of each of the sub-units.

If the values of the three goal variables are exclusively deter-
mined by the instrument variables controlled by the corresponding
sub-unit0:1), decisions taken by those units,should, in principle,
be optimal with reference to the general goal structure of the orga-
nisation. The superior decision- making body allocates resources
among the three sub-units in accordance with its goal structure. In
such a case, the dectsion-making model of each',of the sub-units is
autonomous, in the sense that no outside factors influence the inter-
nal interrelationships of the model(2).

In practice, such cases of autonomy in decision-making are rare,
and perhaps non-existent. There are three typical deviations from
this "ideal" pattern, from the point of view of the individual sub -
unit.

(a) Achievement of the sub-goal assigned to the decis'ion-
making unit is influenced by policy instruments outside
its control.

.

(b) Policy instruments controlled by the decision-making
unit also influence the achievement.of goals assigned
to other decision-making units.

(c) Tne decision- making unit operates according to internally
generated goals with no relevance to the general goal
structure of the organisation: ,r

These three cases are illustrated in Fig. 2.

(1) :nis refers to the proposition that variation in xl is fully

"explained" by variations in yl, y2 and y3, and correspondingly

for the sub-goa's
2

x, and x
3.

(d) This refers to a situation in which programme budgeting Philo-
sophy is valid. The autonomy of the decision-making model
should not, however, be confused with independence in decision-
making, i.e. the degree of discretion entrusted to the sub-unit.

- 18 -



Fig'. 2.

Y2

case (a)

3r3 z1 Y1 Y2 Y3 z1 Y1

case (b) case (c)

In case (a), the sub-unit does not control the proper means to
fulfil its particular sub-goal. It may disregard the instruments
outside its control - often enough not brought to its attention -
and concentrate on the best possible use of its "own" instruments.
Alternatively, it may try to find ways of gaining control over in-
struments entrusted to ether units.

In case (b), the way the ,sub7unit uses its instruments influ-
ences matters for which it has no formal responsibility. It may
disregard such consequences of its decisions - of which it is often
enougi not even conscious - and act as if they did not exist. Alter-
natively, it may,adapt-the use of its own instruments in view of
their "outside" consequehces, so that it accepts, in line with its
".own" goals, the sub-goals of other units.

In these two cases, rational decisions by the sub-units can
only be achieved in two ways: either the control of relevant policy
instruments is shared by more than one decision-making unit(1), or
the decision-making units share the responsibility for the various
sub-goals, while maintaining the full control over their particular
instrument variables.

a

Neither of these solutions guarantees decision-making by each
unit so as to conform to the general goal structure of the organi-
sation. In the first case, the problem of allocation of policy
instruments among various sub-goals arises, and in the second, each
decision-making unit will not necessarily apply a normative weighting
of sub-goals corresponding to the general goal structure (X). A

(1) This is the favoured solution by advocates of programme
budgeting.



decision-making structure such as the one described here provides no
solution to these problems.

In case (c), internally-generated goals are fMplied. The prob-
lems caused are discussed later.

The degree of autonomy in decision-making models is thus a key
concept in our analysis, since ii a hierarchical organisation, the
most rational way of delegating authority appears to be the creation
of sub-units with the highest possible degree of autonomy in their
decision-making models.

In political decision-making, a similar rule is valid(1). A
field of policy should, in principle, be definable by a set of policy
aims and instruments which provide a basis for rational decisions.
The decision-making model of such a field should thus have a reason-
able degree of autonomy.

Whether a field of policy should be mainly defined in terms of
specific sub-goals derived from a general goal structure, or in terms
of the exclusive control of certain policy instruments, depends on
the nature of the autonomy of its decision-making model. If the sub-
goals in question do not influence too strongly the achievement of
sub-goals in other fields of policy, while the relevant policy instru-
ments show a high degree of interdependence with those of other
fields, the former solution appears most rational. If sub-goals are
highly interdependent while the instruments have only limited inter-
relationship with instruments assigned to other fields, the latter
solution should be chosen(2).

The concept of autonomy of decision-making models, and the nat-
ure of this autonomy, are implicit in following discussion on
educational and research policies., Similar considerations are rele-
vant within the field of research itself, since they bear on such
issues as the impact of the present system of scientific disciplines,
the design of research projects and the organisation of research
activities in general. In an even more general perspective, the
concept of autonomy will be considered in relation to the discretion
afforded to individuals and institutions in performing their functions
and their role within an overall societal framework.

(1) Provided the need for a consistent national policy is accepted.

(2) In this context, it would take us too far to go into the ways
in which such interdependencies at various levels of decision-
making can be assessed. Clearly, the distinction between ends
and means - goals and instruments - is an artifact, depending
upon the normative value one may wish to attach to the various
factors involved in a decision-making model. Yet, in principle,
it may be possible to approach the question of measuring empiri-
cally the interdependencies between such models, thus assessing
in quantitative terms both the degree of autonomy and its nature.
The study of marginal cross -flexibilities in production theory
offers, e.g. an interesting analogy.
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II. Educational Policy

Educational policy, as usually defined, relates primarily to
the control of certain types of institutions, constituting "the edu-
cational system". The activities of those inst u 1 are highly

*- interrelated, and the main inputs into educatio al active s -
pupils, teachers, schoolbuildings, textbooks etc. - are ofte assumed
to be un&que. There is now a tendency towards closer integrat on of
the educational system, reflected e.g. in the fact that increas ngly,
educational institutions are being brought together under one p6licy-
making body, the "Ministry of Education'.

However, activities producing effects similar to those produced
by the activities of educational institutions, are taking place on a
large scale outside this, institutional framework. Education is a
part of individuals' efforts at work, a part of their spare time
activities and activities within families, and is evinced in the
interaction of family and school.

Some estimates indicate that, in terms of resource input, such
educational activities may be at least as large as the input directly
available to educational institutions(1). If so, the assumed high
level of independence of educational institutions, as instruments for
policy is put in doubt. As yet, however, educational policy has
only to a limited extent been able to adapt to this situation.

In terms of gdals, it is fairly generally accepted in principle,
that the goals served by education are not exclusively "educational".
Most social goals are influenced by educational activities. On the
other hand, in hardly any case is education the only activity serv-
ing those goals. It is virtually impossible to establish a set of
independent goals for educational policy. When attempted, it leads
to disregard of essential consequences of educational activities,
and of non-educational factors influencing the stated goals.

This is especially apparent when educational goals are explicitly
or implicitly established by the professional groups involved in edu-
cation, on the basis of "professional ethics" or other sets of peer
group expectations. In formulating educational policies, such influ-
elves are frequently strong, and the particular interpretations of
edhcational goals implied are deeply embodied in the predominant
professional roles in this field, such as those of the primary school
teacher, or of the university professor. Goals of education may thus
seem well-defined but in fact reflect the kind of sub-unit behaviour
described in the previous chapter, where the, low degree of autonomy
of decision-making models is disregarded.

This may be illustrated by the attempt to derive educational
goals from the study of child development, when such development is
thought to be substantially autonomous. The educational task is thus
the removal of obstacles to, and the general promotion of, this inde-
pendent development. Unless one accepts an extremely unrealistic

(1) A Norwegian study based, however, on rather uncertain assump-
tions, infers, for instance, that the organised educational
system absorbs only about 40 per cent of societal resources
spent on educational activities.
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degree of complementarity between all facets of a child's develop-
ment(1), such attempts are bound to fail. The development of the
various faculties of a child, and the relative emphasis put on each
of them, cannot be determined without conscious or unconscious
reference to normative values derived from outsidb the educational
sphere. Thus child development theories offer no escape from the
normative w)ighting of general policy goals, far beyond the realm
of educations..

The widely accepted goal of equal educational opportunity offers
another example. The concept of equality is in itself difficult to
define meaningfully, as demonstrated with particular sharpness in
the case of education for specific minority groups. Is equal oppor-
tunity for such groups best attained through granting full recogni-
tion to, and social acceptance of, their particular sub-culture, or
through full assimilation into the mainstream culture? The principle
of equality provides no answer; other general values of society
have to be insinuated. As, in fact, all our societies consist of a
wide set of interwoven sub-cultures, educational policies cannot
avoid a normative evaluation of the various elements of those cul-
tures, based on value criteria generated largely outside the/field
of education, and intrinsically asEooiated with non-educational
policies.

This may also explain why "systems analysis" in education, _

though fashionable, has met with such limited success. Education is
not a "system" with its "own" goal structure; the autonomy necessary
for systems analysis is not present.

Similarly, attempts to analyse education in terms of a one-
dimensional goal structure, for example -in relation to economic
growth or manpower requirements, have also failed to gain general
acceptance, possibly because of the absence of autonomy in such
models.

Furthermore, educational policy fails<;to satisfy the ideal con-
ditions of programme budgeting. It still remains an area most ade-
quately defined in terms of its control of certain policy instruments,
not in terms of exclusive sub-goals to be served.

III Research Policy

In terms of its actual and potential consequences, research
influences practically all societal goals, but in practically no
case is research the only means serving those goals. As a field of
policy, research has no independent goal structure(2).

Researdh policy aims are frequently stated in such terms as
"raising the level of basic research", or "improving the conditions
of research". Professional researchers are also assumed to possess
established quality standards, distinguishing between "good" and

(1) Piaget's theories are sometimes misinterpreted to this effect.

(2) Fundamental research, in this context, acts primarily as an
internal development of instrumentalities, serving eventually
goals also influenced by other types of activities.
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"bad" research, and they certainly act accordingly. However, as
long as such aims or quality standards are not related to more
general goals, which are also valid outside the field of research,
they have no direct relevance to policy decisions. They may well
represent internally generated goals as illustrated in case (c).

Research policy is, in fact, usually defined in terms of poli-
cies relating to,a set of instruments, in particular the institu-
tional framework for research activities and the assumed unique in-
put into those activities. Taking Figure 1 as an example, the three
decision-making sub-units are the ministeries for education,=social
affairs and economics and the three policy instruments available to
each ministry may be (1) financial instruments, (2) legal instruments,
_and (3) developmental instruments, including research. Clearly,
*those three instruments are necessary to policy-making in each of
the fields mentioned. Whether in such a system a relevant research
policy can be formulated depends upon the interrelationship between
the three variables y

3' 3
z- and v

3'
which each symbolise research

efforts.

Such interdependence may exist in terms of the need for co-
ordinated use of research resources. Qualified researchers, research
facilities, including adequate researcb milieus and established
frameworks for theoretical analysis, are almost unique to research,
and to that extent are independent of other types of activities.
The question remains, however, to what extent such resources may be
substituted within research. To what extent are various types of
research activities commonly interdependent?

.

In this respect, it appears that research activities have less
in common than educational activities. As a field of policy, research
is far less autonomous in its decision models than are,educational
activities. This may explain why most attempts to establish organi-
sational frameworks for national research policy have either failed,
or, when established, have tended to become pressure groups for
specific interests.

Existing bodies concerned with research policy tend to ignore
most societal goals which are or can be influenced by research, and
to concentrate instead on one or a few aspects of a relevant goal
structure. While in education attempts to distort the fundamental
goal structure have mainly been resisted, research policies still
suffer from such biases. The decision-making structure thus becomes
increasingly irrational in its response to the general goals of
society.

,In all countries there is some level of governmental co-ordina-
tion in the use of financial and legal instruments. Budgetary co-
ordination is provided by a ministry of finance, while the use of
legal instruments operates witbin a general system of legislation,
usually to some extent controlled by a ministry of justice.

For a similar co-ordinating function to operate in the field of
research, proper recognition of the full range of societal objectives
served by the policx,inetruments in question would be necessary. As
long as the idea predominates that research policy has its own objec-
tives, or should be linked primarily with particular objectives of
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society(1), research policy will not reach the maturity of being a
proper field of policy.

IV. Educational Research Policy

The conventional definition of educational research policy
might be "developing research as an instrument to serve the goals of
educational policy". However, it is clear that this definition is
not meaningful if educational policy has no goals of its own.

Another definition of educational research might be research
serving to promote activities undertaken by educational institutions.
This definition, however, takes no account of the possible inter-
relationship between educational activities within and outside such
institutions.

Educational'activities might be defined more broadly, independ-
ently of whether they take place inside educational institutions-or
not. However, activities which are closely related to non-educa-
tional activites in work, spare time and family environments woulu
then be included which might result in the creation of decision-
making models with a level of autonomy which would maze rational
decisions extremely difficult.

Whatever definition is applied to education, it is clear that
many different types of research are relevant to it. 'Within the
research field, decision-making structures are usually organised
according to scientific disciplines characterised by homogeneity in
terminology, a common theoretical framelkork, a specific set of pheno-
mena eligible for observation, specific' institutional arrangements
and - quite frequently - an element of common 'professional" value
indoctrination. Within each discipline, a certain level of instru-
mental autonomy seems to have been achieved, and the process of pro-
iessionalisation often aims at providing a minimum level of autonomy
even in the goal structure(2).

Within such decision-making structures, there are also sub-units
concerned with "educational research"(3). A decision-making unit of
this kind is, in principle, based on a specific goal structure re-
lated to the problems of education. However, educational research
in this sense has not achieved a high level of instrumental autonomy
in terms of its own unique theoretical framework.

Research organisation in general, and the universities in 'parti-
cular, are characterised by diversified goal structures, mainly
generated within the different disciplines. There is little in the
common goal structure of such institutions and where'there is com-
monality it mainly concerns rules about how research is to be per-
formed. Such conventional rules are derived from work within the

(1) Typically economic growth, ofteh assumed to be primarily de-
pendent upon the promotion of manufacturing industries.

(2) , The euphemistic phrase "professional ethics" is frequently
used in this context.

(3) Sometimes the more narrow term "pedagogical research" is used.
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traditional disciplines, and are easily violated by emphazis on
other goals. An inter-disciplinary field, such as educational re-
search, is, therefore, easily adversely affected by different con-
cerns.

This appears to be what usually happens. Although narrowing
down their theoretical and conceptual framework to make educational

- research resemble a discipline, educational researchers have still
not obtained full respectability by conventional university standards.
Yet, in opting for respectability, they fail to be relevant to edu-
cational problems.

There are many reasons for this situation, and some of them will
be more closely examined. At this stage, it is sufficient to state
that research needs emerging from educational activities go far be-
yond what can be met by "educational research" as defined in most
university settings. This implies that the. relevant research instru-
ments are not specific to education, and have a low level of instru-
mental autonomy. Educational research is thus a field of activity
satisfying few of the conditions necessary to establish a proper
field of policy, as defined here. Any decision-making model in this
area will have a low degree of autonomy in terms of independence
both in its instruments and its goals.

This situation complicates any serious attempt to "establish
educational research priorities", 'define educational research needs"
and the like. It also helps to explain the often-heard complaint
that research does not seem able to give clear answers to pertinent
questions about education. Educational research is said to compare
unfavourably with research in such 'fields as health, industry and 7,

agriculture.

Such a comparison may, however, reflect a misinterpretation of
the actual situation. For instance the one-dimensional goal of
education could be defined as the highest possible performance of
pupils according to a given scale of achievement. If this were so,

4 it would be much easier ,for educational research to provide answers
to questions posed. In/educational policy, however, such a one-
dimensional goal structure is largely rejected as education is known
to have a far broader impact on society than is indicated by any one-
dimensional scale. .

Basically, the situation is similar in industry. The working
conditions offered there largely determine the quality of life of a
large part of the'population. Potentially, the work situation offers
a prime opportunity for self-realisation. Beyond the walls of tne
factory, industrial activities influence where we live and the
quality of our environment. Through sales policies industry influ-
ences our consumption patterns and, also; in all likelihood, value
structures.

However, industrial research is hardly concerned with any of
these essential questions. Its predominant aim is to change pro-
cesses for the manufacturing of goods, and to improve the profita-
bility of individual firms. In doing so, it simply reflects the
limited goals of the existing decision-making structure. The rele-
vance of industrial research to any general goal structure of society
is, however, far more doubtful.
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In the field of medical research,'the relevance of a one-dimen-
sional goal structure may be even more generally accepted. Even in
this case, however, the present goal definition, might gradually
emerge as too narrow to reflect properly the actual impact of health
activities on major societal goals.

What appears to be high efficiency in research performance may
thus, in fact, reflect inadequate formulation of sub-goals in the
'field of policy concerned. A proper formulation of such sub-goals
'in terms of a general goal structure of society might probe that the
present answers provided by research are not only insufficient, but
even misleading.

So, educational research policy is not unique in this respect.
However, societies are so organised that there is no easy escape for
educational policy-makers. The multi-goal nature of educational
policy is commonly recognised, and the responsibility cannot be
"defined away" as easily as in certain other fields.

There thus appears to be little room for special policy-making
bodies, controlling specific "educational research", and entrusted
with the full responsibility for the achievement of its sub-goals.
Yet, problems must'be solved, decisions made, and operational acti-
vities conducted. What is, then, the proper framework for such
functions? The answer to this question may call for an examination
of the conception of policy, of organisation, and of the research
function itself.
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C. THE VALIDITY OF INSTRUMENTAL APPROACHES TO POLICY-liAKING

1. Criticisms of the. Instrumental Approach

The analytical. framework- outlined above operates with goals and
sub-goals with policy instruments serving such goals. Implicitly
the assump n is made that a hierarchical structure is concerned in
which authority is delegated to lower decision-making levels. Con-
sistency with the general goal structure of the organisation of deci-
sions at lower levqls is ensured through directives from above,
enforced by a systArof rewards and sanctions. At each level, acti-
vities tether down in the hierarchy-are regarded as instruments to
serve the particular goal entrusted to each decision-maker.

This analysis points out the inherent weaknesses of such a
structure when applied to a world where'phenomena axe stronglyInter-
dependent. Also, in such a wor_d, the assumtion of autonomous deci.1
sion-making models may lead to a high degree of irrationality in
actual decision-making. This is not only because the distribution
of responsibilities between sub-units, or "fields of policy", is
badly thought out, or has become obsolete, in terms of the autonomy
of their decision-making models(1). Even if organigation were
improved in this respect, its decision-making process would still
suffer from such deficiencies, because sub-goals cannot be delegated
without cutting across essential inter-dependencies.

This instrumental approach to the analysis of policy-making has
therefore for long been under attack but the premises for this criti-
cism, however, vary considerably.

Modern organisational theories point out that decisions are made
by human beings, whose judgements are influenced by many other fac-
.tors than devotion to a particular interpretation of the goal struc-
'ture of an organisation, and the particular sub-goals assigned to
individual decision-makers at various levels in the hierarchy.
Value structures are affected by membership of social groups and not
solely by particular work functions. Proper use of human capacity,
therefore, cannot be based on the assumption that humans can be
regarded as machines which are programmed according to specific
organisational requirements. Creative participation in any kind of
activity requires a degree of personal involvement not easily obtain-
ed through the usual kind of reward and sanction systems.

Theories of social change reinforce such views. Genuine change
cannot be obtained only through directives from above. Real moti-
vation based on involvement and participation is neftesary at all
levels within an organisation. "Grass roots" initiatives should be
promoted and given a chance to reach and influence the higher deci-
sion-making levels.

(1) As suggested in programme budgeting theory.
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A perhaps more basic aritique, strongly reflected in the student
revolution, suggests that a-conservative tendency is built into such
an instrumental approach. If the functions regarded as policy ihstru-
ments, including research, are restricted to the effective program-
ming of operational activities with reference to stated goals, no
room is left for continuous examination of the goals themselves at
the various points of decision-making. Future developments become
tied to the present situation so that current value and power struc-
tures are maintained.

Related to this criticism is a moral reaction against the
deliberate use of other human beings as instruments for any cause.
Such "manipulation" is regarded as a threat to the freedom of indi-
viduals, as well as a means of serving the present power structure(1).

Reinforcing those arguments, a number of scientific studies
indicate a considerable degree of dynamism in human value structures
which may have changed radically in recent years. Thus, maintaining
present power structures does not only mean keeping opponents out, of
power, but also a growing gap between actual policies and the funda-
mental values held in society.

Finally, in the field of research itself there havO always been
strongdoubts about the Teasibility of systedatic programming of, .

research: Scientific break-throughs are saiji to appear spontaneously,
as a consequence of the researcher's free search for truth.' They are
likely to be hampered by attempts to interfere with and direct the
researcher's work. Thus, the role of research, and of university
research, in particular, should first of all be to perform a critical
function in society, free of any influence of the existing power
structure.

Such critiques - stated here in inadequate and simplified terms
appear to raise more questions than they answer. Yet, they seem

to have enough substance to deserve attention. The first question
to be asked may be whether we are faced with (at least) two funda-
mentally different philosophies,two irreconcilable ways of conceiving
policy.

II. Redefining the Concept of Authority

The extreme views on each side are obviously incompatible, and
equally unacceptable. Extreme instrumentalist views - as well as
the concept itself - have mainly been defined by opponents of instru-
mentalism; it is hard to find defenders of such positions.' But the
more extreme criticism fails to realise that certain problems can

(1) Criticism appearing in this form is often said to be influenced
by existentialist and neomarxist thinking, in contrast to the
positivistic philosophy assumed to be behind the so-called
"instrumentalism". Such relationships, however, are far from
clear. A similar critique has long been raised on positivistic
grounds, while existentialist and marxist thinking certainly do
not preclude conclusions very different from those mentioned
above. The interpretation of the questions involved as reflec-
tions of a difference in philosophical background seems, there-
fore, to confuse the issues more than clarify them.
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only lie solved by collective bodies representing, even if imperfectly,
pooOty as a whole. Such,bodies would fail the responsibilities

.

',
., entrusted to them if they did not think in instrumental terms -

...--exatine,the ways in which their%assigned tasks can best be achieved.
Such activitieses economic production, education, social servicfs, 'a.

and aRblied research, cannot be performed without Concern of this
' Xind,.dmpl.yillOPmanipulation" in'terms of influencing the premises
of'Otber

,
peopIilos decisionr(1), ,

1
fi

.... . .
.
.

.
/

.. -

.,,Jurthereare, the implicit assumption in some of the eritiqtee,
'

that each individual-operates an.autonomous decisiort-Lmaking. model,
-'-id false, Absenee of authority exerted through public policy-making
is likely to leaVerCom for other,perhaps more manipulative, influ-
if ceiii, The tO4 criticism against the assumed "free choice" of the .

sumer isJ, in feCt,,powerfuI in,this case.
- . :-,

- _ These are issues of substance and.theixanswer lies in A redefi-.
nitionse the' concept pf ,authority. Defined as the ability io influ-
en e the p.demises of other peuple's decisions, authority can, in - -=

fact; II exerted in'all directions within any organisational hier-
,- arch,y..,:a uch a Concept.accepti the fact that people adf,'-and shouldbe left isCretion to act, according to their owb value structures, ,_-2,-

and:according to their own ,interpretation of more'llasit;organisation'
..) /Inalu strUctures.. .

. ,
.

,
.:

, -

0 A

T'eldej,,the role of public policyls in many casesprimarily to
, safeghareihe individual!s rftal Xreadom of choice,*.notonly thrOlgh
legal and financial measures, but in'terms of shieldineindividuals
front tnduareligious 4 pplitical and other pressures, ,Or aximple Ur
the.schooi system -. 4nother arse is the safeguarding of pudic admini-
stration and research 'institutions from too stung pressure group
flonce. In the case of universities,.instead,of threatening

0 academie.fresdoM",' public aUthoritiet have'good reasons for urging
that'theY. shouldimake fuller use of the actual freedom granted to
them; by loosening the grip of traditional, ritualistic rules of
.behaviour ,which they have imposed upon themselves.

- '.

_n ka:ganisc.ional terms, policy-making bodies need to be ton-
cerned beyond the actual reach of the instruments directly at YHar
41705gal, and to be *responsible beyond any particular sub-goals
traditionally assigned to them. They will have to develop non-
hierarchical ways of, influencing other bodies' use of their parti-
cular instruments,.andlearn to tolerate intervention by other bodies
in "their own affairs"(2).

Such principles have wide implications. They suggest that.
' rational decisions frequently require "open" systems of organisation,

in, which sub:-uhits and. individuals act from a feeling o responsi-
bility towards. the total organisational structure. This impliev a

(1) No Moral quality can, in fact, t assigned to manipulation in
this sense. To be morally meaningful the concept of tanipula-
,tion must be constre6a in terms of the degree to which the con-
sequences and the purpose behind the manipulation are explicitly
spelled out.

(2)terms of the graphical illustration in Chapter B. I. (figures
1 and 2), this simply means the formal acceptance of the dotted
lines connecting differant.units, as an essential aspect of
reality.
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normative weighting of the various sub-goals. not necessarily in
conformity with the central authority's particular. interpretation of
this goal structure(1). What appears to be a case-of goals inter-
nally generated by a sub-unit(2) may actually represent such a devi-
ating interpretation of the general organisational goals.. The cent-
ral authority may still be in a position to enforce its interpreta-
tion in terms of the final decisions reached, through its system of
rewards and sanctions. The sub-unit, however,*hu e legitimate
ight to base its proposals upon its own interpretation of the total
goal structure and, within the limits of its discretion, to act
accordingly.

.

Correspondingly., fields of policy should represent open systems,
defined in terms of policy instruments, but not restricted in terms
of responsibility towards the general goal structure of national
policy. If a-government of responsible ministers regarded themselves
only as the defenders of the particular interests of their respective
fields of olicy, government decisions would be taken accordingito

i''

the rules f a,zero-sum game, in Which nobody could win unless some-
body else st correspondingly(3). If they all know their game, and
no commitments to overall goals hamper the play, the result *ill be
an allocation of available resources by fixed proportions. As an

.
example of rational decision-making within an overall structure of
national goals, the Outcome is in line with decisions arrived at by
tossing a coin(4). ,

The legitimate concerns of responsible authorities within a
-field of policy should also reach far be;yond their "own" field in
the traditional sense. Educational policy-makers should be concerned
about research in general, as well as about essential parts of social
services, economic policy measures and the like. Correspondingly,
science policy-makers should rightly be concernea about education,
as well as innovation processes in general.

Problems arise, however, when such concerns lead to attempts to
influence prescriptively decisions in related fields, 'as when science

, policy-makers attempt to expand their range of prescriptive policy
. into both the above mentioned fields. The distinction between policy

prescription and policy concern may, therefore, need further comments.
'

.

The right to prescribe decisions, and-to enforce Oeir imple-
mentation by means of rewards and sanctions, is limited to responsi-
bility for operational activities, which again relates.to control
over.policy instruments. Beyond the limits of this control, authority

(1) Termed X in our illustration'in Chapter A. I.

(2) .Cr.t case (c) in Figure 1 (Chapter B. f.)

(3) The situation will be different if the prime minister or the
president has a dominant position, thus representing in person
an oirerall Goal structure: Tfiecase outlined here referstb
"collegial" organisation Of central government, not infrequent
in European countries.

(4) This may be a reason why coalition governments often prove
ineffective.
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can only be exerted in the form of negotiations(1), or through the
supply of information. While, in principle, bargaining can take
place only horizontally, between partiea,at the same levgl of deci-
siOn-making, authority can be exerted both horizontally and lierti-
k:ally through the means of information.

These two forms of exerting authority have quite different
implications, and may often prove to be incompatible. In a bargain-
ing process, information,is an instrument for power, not likely to
influence the other party(2). Normally; information will pnly influ-
ence behaviour when the receiver'isin a client position, free from
any real or potential threat from the provider. In such a case,
information may have a profound impact on tne behaviodr of the receiv-
ing party, changing basically the premises of its decisions.

The production and submissionof,informfation is thyp a critical
.function,, aiming at changes in.thed)rmises for decisio0, and in .

the consequent actions. This function, is termed here informative
criticism, as distinct from prescriptive criticism, aiming at a
power position permitting, the prescription of decisions by,others.

'`',,Within an pen organisation system, however, optimal use of
-1 polioy instrume is controlled by a sub-unit depends to a large exteit

on its Willinglie to.recei4e relevant information, and-to make'it
NO; of the premi es"for its decisions. What is often termed "insti-
tutiOnal stems'mainly from absence of motivation to do just
this Informatir .4 criticism, exerted both horizontally and,verti-
callyt is thus ssentialto the achievement of organisational goals
thrcueinterpl y between various sub-units.

r1---The discretion of sub-units in exerting this form of authority
should,*therefore, be very wide, while authority exertion through
prescription and bargaining must of necessity be kept within more
restricted limits of discretion in order to ensure consistency in
operational activities. Consequently, the' range of discretion
granted to a sub-unit is likely to be closely related to the propor-
tion of operational activities among its functions.

. '

Yet, gven in tbe*case of operational activities, a balance
must be found between the need for consistency, as felt at the, upper
levels'of'decibion-making, and the need for personal involvement
based on actual participation in decisions, felt at all levels
throughout the organisation. Also in this context, the emphasis on
authority exertion through information is valid. Non-prescriptive
information, passed "downwards" within an organisation structure,
may tb a significant extent take the place of the traditional, prs-
cripfive forms of control, influencing the premise.5 for decisions,

(1) It might be argued that even prescription involves an element
- of negotiation, although from unequal bargaining positions.

2) Unless in the case wnen the information, if also made available
-to outside parties, may weaken the bargaining position of the
receiver. .



but not limiting the range of discretion at lower levels(1). The
role of informative criticism in a wider perspective is discussed
below.

III." The Role of Informative Criticism

This emphasis on the production and dissemination of information
points to an essential role to be played by such activities as re-
search, development and planning. Being, at least in principle,
detached from policy decisions, and operating frequently with analy-
tical models broader than, or at least different from, the traditional
mode16,of hierarchical decision-making, they have an essential, criti-
cal function to perform.

The main consequence of the concept of authority defined here
is, however, the legitimation, and the inclusion of critical functions
into all organisation structures in society, toth public and private.
The idea of universities having a special critical function would,
in fact, be meaningless if it,did not relate to the creation and
exercise of this function through the rest of society. The position
of universities in this context requires further comment, which may
illustrate the concepts of informative and prescriptive criticism.

Current criticism of the universities is partly based upon the
claim that they fail to exert properly the authority actually assigned
to them. In their own work, they do not use their freedom of choice
to make them the institutional nucleus for critical analysis - the
agents of change - which modern society needs so badly.

A new feature of the university situation is the bid by students
for a share in decisions which up till now have been exclusively
entrusted to researchers and teachers. To the extent the students
succeed in this, two essential questions remain. Will such broaden-
ing of the participation in institutional decision-making really lead
to a significant strengthening of the critical function of universi-
ties? And if so, should this be regarded as a reason for assigning,.
moee authority - and more resources - to such institutions, or less?

The latter question-today emerges as one of the major issues
both in education and research policy. As the answer is basically
political, it is not pursued further here. The former question,
however, has an important bearing upon this topic.

It is generally acknowledged that contemporary society changes
at a previously unknown rate which requires a greatly increased
adaptability to change. Current discussions on education are crowded
with such statements. However,'there is a tendency to forget that
the ability:to adapt pre-supposes motivation for change. Such moti -.
vation can only be based on the feeling changes are under con-
trol, or at least somewhat influenced, by those affected. In educa-
tion, therefore, it may be that there is not only a need to train

(1) For educational policy, such a,shift to non-prescriptive instru-
ments is illustrated in my paper: "Financial Instruments and
Efficiency Incentives in Educational Policy", published in
"Systems Analysis, Programme Budgeting and Cost-Benefit Analysis
in Education", OECD, 1968.
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for adaptability, but also a need to train for mastering
'and tor initiating them.

Consequently, ability in critical analysis becomes essential.
It is the basic prerequisite for participation in decisions.
'Agencies training for such analysis, and searching systematically
for alternatives'from which informed choices can be made, become
nucleus institutions Toiorontrolled societal development. The role
of educational institutions, and universities in particular, will
have to be defined in such terms.

The critical function of universities, however, may be exerted
in more than'one way. Thus two main dangers seem inherent in the
present struggle for change inthe internal power structure of
universities.

.First, some groups apparently want to turn the universities
into spearheads for an action-orientated critique of the present
establishment, aiming, in fact, at a change in the general political
power structure. The danger involved is, of course, that truly
critical analysis will be subordinated to-the main goal, the acquisi-
tion of political power. All empirical evidence points to the fact
that. prescriptive criticism, bidding for power, cannot be lastingly
married to informative criticism, based on genuine critical analysis.
The former tends to leave no-scope ft* the latter.

Secondly, other groups, also devoted to critical analysis,
apparently want,to turn the universities into bulwarks for the del-
ence;of such analysis, isolating them from the dangerous influenoes
of the surrounding society. Again, there is solid evidence about
the likely outcome of such an attitude. If successful, it -would
make the universities a playground for internal quarrels, largely
irrelevant from thi\outside world's viewpoint. The critical analysis
of universities will "be of no consequence, and they will. represent
no danger to any kind of establishment except'their own..

N-.

The critical role of universities can only be effective under
conditions diffeing radically-from those outlined above. The-
critical function, in terms of unprejudiced analysis, the search for,
and testing of; alternatives, and desire for change, must penetrate
all sectors of society, public administration, systems of,education
and social services, and industry. This is the basic precondition
if-future developments are to be mastered.

In this context research as well as planning are change agents.
The success of such functions can only be measured in terms of the
performance of others. If planning activities do not result in
changes in policy-making and in operational administrative practices,
they.have failed in their objectives. Correspondingly, if university
research and training do not lead to changes in the behaviour of
graduates in all sectors of society outside the universities, the

icritical role of universities is a fiction. This role, however, s
one of informative and not prescriptive criticism. ;

To define the role of planning and research primarily as informa-
tive criticism does not relegat it to minor importance. Control of
information is a key point of authority. Thus, only through the
performance of this function can their full potential as change
agents be realised:
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While informative and prescriptive criticism cannot be the
function of the same individualor institution at the same time,
the two forms of criticism are complementary in society. The.impact
of informative criticism within-a system depends to a great extent
upon the existence of an outside, prescrPptive, criticism. Corres-
pondingly, if the proponents of prescriptive criticism succeed in
Overthrowing the existing political power structure, their chances
o2 achieving their goals in terms of actual change are meagre, if
they are not supported by a continuous, effective process of informa-
tive criticism. Historical evidence is more than ample at this
point.

Today, this complementarity maybe a basic issue. Countries
permitting the interplay between these two forms of criticism may
also be in a position to turn their internal conflicts into construc-
tive incentives for development and controlled change. Countries
without such an interplay may find real progress blocked by'the ,

opposing forces each fortifying traditional positions.

An essential task of policy is therefore to ensure that informa-
tive criticism can operate in different environments. The critical
function becomes instrument -al, representing an essential instrument
for policy-making. It is, in fact, quite probable that the change
in value structures wanted by anti-instrumentalists requires, to a
large extent, the same-policy measures as a more instrumental view
on policy-making, based on the assumption that value structures- are
dynamic phenomena.

In, this case, as in most fields of policy, it is,a matter of
striking a balance, the proper point of balance changing over time.
This _as always, provides considerable room for conflict; the kind
of conflict between collective and individual concerns.which has,
characterised past centuries, and to which only tempory solutions
can be found. However, today the desirable point of balance may be
quite far removed from actual 'practice.

IV. The R and D Process

In the preceding chapters, it has been suggested that the per-
..

romance of complex' functions is best organised in "open" systems,
where each function does not have a closely defined sub-goal.
This implies the need for concern with the means not directly avail-
able to the function in question, as the achievement of relevant
goals is dependent on the performance of a considerable number of
other functions.

The interplay between such functions which is most likely to
yield optimal results can best be achieved through the non-directive
exchange of information. This process; called here informative
criticism, makes it possible to change the decision-making premises

-of, the receiver of information, as he does tot have to resort to
bargaining behaviour. This assumes noWever,7that -a considerable
-range of discretion be granted to those responsible for.the perform-
ance of various functions, not only in the use'of instrumentalities
to achieve stated goals, but also interpreting the overall goal
structure.
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Such organisational characteristics, including a widened con-
cept of authority, thus appear to be instrumental in that they.are
necessary conditions for both openness to change, and a deliberate
search for! better alternatives. The motivation for such attitudes,
however, may also need an outside challenge in the form of what is
here termed prescriptive criticism.

These conclusions have major consequences for the way in which
reseach activities are viewed. From an instrumental point of view,
research must eventually be judged by its consequences outside the
research world(1). It is quite conceivable that the most, desirable
results will be achieved by' more emphasis on fundamental research;
but it is also possible that similar, or even better, results can be
obtained tarough activities traditionally not regarded as research
at all.

This situation is parallel to the one described for educational
policy. Research policy may be defined in terms of the activities
of specific institutions, identified a priori as research institu-
tions. It may also be defined as activities undertaken in accordance-
with specific rules Of behaviour. This definition, would leave out,
certain activities of research institutions, but would allow the
inclusion of some outside activities. Finally, it may be defined in
terms.of poliCies to promote the gaining of new insights, to which
traditional research activities have a major contribution to offer,
without in any sense monopolising the.field.

The choice here depends on how one conceives, the research and
development process leading to change.in society. According to
frequently-held views, new ideas generate in fundamental, research;
they areftorked out within applied research; they are brought to a
prototype stage and field tested in developmental activities, and.:
then finally disseminated to practitioners on a broad scale.

It is doubtful, however, on empirical evidence, whether this
linear hypothesis on the nature of the R and D process can-be upheld.
It seems that new insights are gained all along the line, including
both practitionereand fundamental researchers, and that new-impulses
move freely between all elements of the process irrespective of the
Assumed "production line". Difference between the various elements
should not, therefore, be thought of as reflecting different stages
in a. process; they seem to relate mainly to the orientation of the
work - its goal structure - and to. the adopted rules of performance
established. All the elements involved are, in fact, engaged in a
"search for truth", and there is no particular set of performance
rules a priori more'relevant than another. The key question is
whether the rules applied are appropriate tq'the kind of questions
asked.

In empirical research the concept of validity is essential.
Validity requires replicability if findings are to form the basis
for generalisations. The emphasis on validity leads quite naturally
to a preference for measurable factors. Furthermore, in orderilto be

1) This also implies fundamental research, which.is feeding pri-
marily into the research sector itself, strengthens its capa-
bility for continued, increasingly relevant research.



able to draw upon established knowledge, a researcher is usually
confined to operate within the theoretical,structure of his own
particular discipline. Breaking disciplinary border lines is still
likely to provoke negative sanctions, and there are particular
rewards for individual performance, both in research training and in
later stages of the researcher's career.

As a consequence, traditional research7projects tend to operate
With thinking models which are handy, controllable-and scientifically
homogeneous in terms of the variables involved, but which, on the
other hand, are extremely vulnerable to changes -in external variables.
This situation forms a parallel to the decisionAdeking models illus-
trated in Chapter B. I. The thinking model of a researcher, consist-
ing of the set of inter-related variables chosen for explicit exami-
nation, must satisfy similar criteria of autonomy. But the level of
autonomy of such thinking models is frequently too low for meaning-'
ful generalisations to be made.

In applied research and in developmental activities,'many of the
traditional research rules are broken. Frequently, a much wider set
of factors is involved, many of them not easily measurable, and their
'totality may be impossible to accommodate within the theoretical
framework of any scientific discipline. Partial factor analysis is
usually not possible, and faCtor interplay is badly controlled. If
interesting results are obtained, they may be extremely difficult to
trace back to the variation of any4-pecific factor. As an experiment,
the project is not replicable in any strict sense, and the validity
of generalisation is doubtful.

Apparently, therefore, there is a situation where, at one end
of a spectrum, valid answers to questions of limited relevance are
given,,and at the other end answers to pertinent questions with e
low level of validity are given. This conclusion should, however,
be questioned. When in a research project essential variables are
excluded because they cannot easily be handled according to the con-
ventional rules of research, are the findings realay valid in any
'meaningful sense of the word? Have any meaningful asFiFfiof "truth"
been found in a partial consequence analysis completely leaving out
far more essential consequenced? Can one disregard the likelihood
that such findings may be used as if they told the whole truth?

It is striking'how often researchers, when presenting their
findings, also add some guesswork as to what the findings might have
been if other relevant factors were included', in order to arrive at
some sort of meaningful generalisation. Such generalisations, how-
ever, may actually be less valid, even,in the traditional sense of
the word, than the results of purely developmental work.

Thus, the concepts of validity and relevance cannot be com-
pletely separated. In research policy terms they are intrinsically
interwoven.

For research policy, the implication is that no element in the
R and B process is a priori more essential than the others. It is
also doubtful whether any part of the process can be regarded as
more difficult, or as requiring more highly qualified people, than
another.
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However, a few established professions are involved in research;
that of the acadenic,research worker, that of the practitioner in
the field, and that of the administrator. Each of these professions
have well-established career. patterns and clearly-defined performance
criteria, and each operates within institutions adapted to its parti-
cular functions.

Other functions within the R and D process, such as applied
research,,developmental work, demonstration and dissemination, and
to some extent planning, have no similar basis. They cannot shelter
behind the walls of institutions particularly adapted to their func-
tions. They cannot refek to clearly-defined and fully accepted
performance criteria compatible with their particular tasks, and
their career patterns often assume that really outstanding people
eventually move on to other fields, especially within the established
professions., Usually, they also lack the channels of influence on
policy-making fought for and long since gained by the latter:

Ai a consequence, those new functions have difficulties in
recruiting qualified people; they must fight for recognition of
their professional role, they are constantly being judged on the
basis of inappropriate performance criteria established by other
functions; in short, their right to exist is constantly being ques-
tioned.

Thus, a key question in research policy is the professionalisa-
tion of .new functions in the R and D process. 'This implies the defi-
nition and recognitionof a differentiated set of performance cri-
teria, and institutionalisation of new professional roles and career
patterns. None of the functions involved in this process should be
regarded as subservient to others, but a high degree of inter-depen-
dence should be recognised.

This may, however, mean that professional roles in-the tradi-
tional sense will have to be broken down as at present they lima*
the range of discretion which should be granted both to professibnal
institutions and the individUels. Institutional roles should. not be
defined in terms of a strict division of labour, or of responsibility.
Developmental activities, or even research, should not be excluded
in an administrative or planning agency. Institutions forrdevelop-
ment work or applied research should not be prevented from occasion-
ally approaching policy-making on the one hand or from picking up
fundamental research issues on the other, if this is felt to serve
institutional purposes. And there is no reason why universities
should not get more involved, not only in applied research, but also
in developmental activities. Such involvement would serve to vita-
lise their work in fundamental research, and even more their teach-
ing activities.

.The general orientation of the work in such institutions may
vAryv 'Ind will be based on the search for answers to different types
of questions. How such answers are obtained, however, should not be
restricted by fpal limitations of institutional rdles, or of the
professional ro of individual performers.

% This general principle should, however, be given an even wider
application. The individual school, for instance, should also be
offered opportunities for experiment and development work.
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First, it should be granted considerable freedom to experiment
with the composition of resource inputs within the limits of a given
financial framework. In some countries today legal and financial
regulations strictly define class size, hours taught per class, time
spent on pedagogical guidance and supervision, the amount of remedial
teaching, and expenditures on equipment and material. Means of con.,
trol can, however, be found which secure a satisfactory level of
performance, while leaving the school with considerable leeway in
judging how available resources can best be used.

4 1

The essential point here is that each school will be faced with
the challenge of thinking its own programme through, and be respon-'
sible for producing the best solutions. The experience and insights
of headmasters, teachers and pupils may thus become available.

Experiment and development work often imply additional costs
and additional efforts, at least in terms of preparatory work. Some
-countries have established systems whereby schools wanting to under;
take such experiments may make proposals to a central body=, outlining
their ideas and specific schemes. The central body is then author-
ised to grant extra resources to the school in question, often so
that personnel involved have reduced teaching obligations.5 At the
same time, consulLaucy services on methodological questions are
provided, evaluation mechanisms are developed, and a reporting
system is established to secure the dissemination of interesting
results to other schools.

Experience has shown that when such a mechanism for promoting
experiments is established and well run, the majority of schools
within a total school system can become involved in experiments as
a result of their own deliberate choice. The outcome in terms of
,innovation may be considerable. ,The main result, however, may be a
change of attitude, both within the school and in terms of outside
expectations to the school community. To be-"innovative" becomes
one of the criteria of a "good" school, and ability to innovate
becomes part of the self-image of the "good" teacher.

One essential consequeice of such a change in attitude is a
greater receptivity towards impulses from the outside, from other
schools, from central development work and research. The feeling
that one is "coping with change" and is actively participating in
the change process provides greater security and make defensive
clinging to old behaviour patterns less necessary.

Freedom to experiment, granted to individual schools, should
also apply to individual,teachers and pupils. This will have to be
arranged within the framework of the individual school, but central
authorities may have to grant basic rights. Such rights are essen-
tial to the genera] change process within the school system, in
servinfp as a means to break down the present hierarchical system of
directive authority, and substituting for it a different form of
multi-direction authority.

. ,

To a great extent, the means of achieving'this are pedagogical
and their rationale lies more in other political considerations than
those of research policy. They are not outlined here.

41g
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The organisational structures indicated above have little in
common with hierarchical systems with delegation of responsibility
and authority for specific sub-goals be served by each institu-
tion. Responsibilities are supposed to be shared, and institutional
differentiation to be based mainly on the fact that different types
of activities may require different kinds of institutional environ-
ment.

Correspondingly, responsibility for "policy instruments" is
also shared, though certain types of instruments and competence are
likely to be more frequent in some types of institutions than in
others. This sharing, however, also implies opportunities for
mutual exchange of services between different types of institutions.

4

The breakdown of strict professional role definitions-should
facilitate exchange of personnel between different functions. The
policy task is primarily to ensure that some functions are not made
disproportionately attractive and prestigeous, as are the traditional
professions in this field,.

If this hypothesis on how new insight is gained is valid, suc,A
guide-lines for action are instrumental in research policy terms.
Therefore it may be concluded that a main purpose of research policy
is to create and maintain new attitudes among performers throughout
the spectrum from fundamental research to educational practice: a
central concern of policy must then be the creation of environments
which foster such attitudes, and which release human capacities for
creativity and the critical search for alternatives, as a natural
aspect of performer roles.

11,If this perspective be true, a concept.such as fundamental
researCh is only meaningful when defihed it terms of the individual
researcher's freedom of choice, not only in terms of interference
from potential "users", but also in relation to4the traditional
behaviour patterns.of research institutions. 111 research has a
purpose: fundamental research is only distinguished ty the degree
to which the researcher himself defines this purpose(1).

The role left for a research policy ,on fundamental research is
thus primarily to ensure that researchers have freedom of choice.
This may call for serious consideration about the environmental
conditiondenecessary for such freedom, since the present conditions
are to a-great extent determined by previous policies needing basic
revision.

At the other end of the spectrum, individuals engaged. in execu-
tive work must also operate in an environment encouraging active

(1) It is, in any case, questionable whether any other definition
of fundamental research can be made operational. The "objective"
definition in terms of the eventual application of findings is
hardly meaningful as the ex-post consequences may be unrelated
to ex-ante expectations. The alternative would be to focus on
the personal motivation of individual researchers. This is at
best unoperational as there are no means of identifying such
motivations. At best, one would only get a measure of the indi-
vidual researcher's stretch of imagination.
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search for alternatives to present practices. This implies continu-
ous re-examination of current interpretations of organisational
goal structures. Compared with research functions, there is a
difference in terms of orientation towards specific goals to be
served, and in terms of deadlines to be kept. The thinking models
differ from those of researchers, especially those based on tradi-
tional disciplines, both in terms of the variables involvedvand the
rules applied to their use. Yet, fundamentally, a somewhat similar
attitude needs to be implied in executive roles as in researcher
roles.

The differences, however, should not be underestimated, and it
should be realised that they not only relate to different behaviour
rules in the search for hew insights.' The need for research Stems
at least qs much from tUe'need for alternative value structures
'und lying this search, and from the belief that such alternatives-
'Etre ore easily developed within a research environment.

What is left for educational research policy, then, is not a
proper field of policy, but rather a political purpose underlying
educational policy as a whole. Institutions performing research
functions, however defined, have their roles within a policy of this
kind, as important contributors to informative criticism; inter-
acting at the same time with other institutions within the general
framework of research activities.

V. The Power Structure
z.*

In preyious sections some of the concerns of public bodies
responsible for educational research policy, and some of the criteria
that should govern actual decisions in this field are outlined. It
has been pointed out that perhaps the most essential task of research -
policy is the creation of environments in which R and,D performance
and interplay can be best achieved. Before going into these ques-
tions in more detail, however, some comments are necessary on another
aspect of ,policy.

Public bodies are not alone in their concern with research
policy. There exists in this field, as in all other areas of signi-
ficance, a power structure, only informally related to the decision--
miking structure for public policy-making.

The following case illustration(1) is taken from the Unit..d
States, where educational research has reached substantial dimen-
sions, and where consequently the informal power structure in thiq
field emerges more clearly than in many other countries. At the
-United States scale of operation, educational research policy has
become an essential element in educational policy, constituting a
key factor in changing the educational system of the country. Exist-

ing interest groups within the field of education and research can-
not disregard it, and must take action to defend their interests.

(1) This section owes much to the examination"by the OECD of the
United States educational research policy in 1969, though the
interpretation of.the current U.S. situation is solely the
author's.
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Central in this context are the power networks concerned with
educational activities proper - representing the "school community".
This part of the power structure primarily manifests itself through
two different channels. One is the hierarchical structure of the
school system, from teachers and principals to superindendants,
school boards and other elected bodies dealing particularly with
educational matters. The other is the teachers' organisations with
their central representatives and their special lobby groups. These
two power structures do not necessarily co-operate; on the contrary,
none of them seems to be willing to accept the other as truly repre-
sentative of the school community.

Closely linked to the school community are the university-based-
schools of education. Traditionally, their role has frequently been
one of giving leadership to educational developments throughout the
school system, and at least they command a key position in teacher
training.

The schools of education, however, have a two-front battle to
fight. They strive for full recognition as a respectable part of
the university world, in spite-of their lack of status and a tradi-
tional discipline base. The outcome of this battle is doubtful.
The school community seems increasingly to resent leadership from
the schools of education, while the study of education is still close
to the bottom of the academic pecking order.

In recent years, researchers from discipline-based behavioural
sciences, such as psychology, sociology, anthropology and economics,
have increasingly engaged in research related to educational prob-
lems. Collaboration with schools of education has usually been
limited and behavioural scientists are generally suspicious of the
scholarly qualities of educational researchers.

Another group of discipline-based researchers also entering the
field of education comes from the natural sciences. Their purpose,
however, appears to be related to the belief that the way education
is run affects the interests of their particular scientific fields.
Reform of education is necessary to better science. Their involve-
ment, therefore, has,not primarily been research-based, but has
aimed at a redefinition of basic educational goals. Typical of the
activitiestof this "science policy" group in the educational field
is the subject-based curriculum work undertaken by the National
Science Foundation which is outside the educational policy-making
structure.

Today, there may be a tendency towards an alliance between the
"science policy" movement and the discipline-based, behavioural
scientists involved in educational matters. This may mean the
abandoning of the rather amateurish curriculum activities, the uni-
fying concept being a strong focus on intellectualistic goals in
educational activities.

Finally, through a deliberate effort made mainly by the federal
government, a series of aew institutions - regional educational
laboratories, and R and D centres - hal beep established in recent
years, mainly engaged on developmental activities, applied research
and dissemination of research findings. This "in-between" group is
resented by some university researchers, because it draws resources
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away from their institutions and frequently disregards the criterion
of "academic standards". They sometimes have managed to get along
better with the school community, especially as represented by the
formal nierarchical structure. But even there, tension is notice-
able when real changes in the school system becomes the issue.

A recently-created, unstable research policy administration at
the federal level is trying to find a basis upon which a rational
research policy can be founded. Pressures from all the interest
groups involved - through Congress, the Bureau of the Budget, the
top political strata of the federal administration, and advisory
panels - push this administration in all directions. Each time a
reasonably consistent policy is being developed, it is immediately
attacked from groups feeling that their interests are threatened,
and their influence is usually big enough to prevent any consistency
in policy implementation.

The obvious solution is to find means by which the various
groups involved can establish a minimum platform for collaboration,
such collaboration being clearly a necessary condition for the suc-
cess of any policy for change. Each of the groups involved, however,
tends at present to judge and reject the activities of other groups
on its own performance standards. In this struggle for power, no
formula for joined action seems to be obtainable.

However, such a gloomy situation is not the only conceivable
consequence of pouring a substantial amount of money into educational
research. The first condition for avoiding destructive in-fighting
seems to be the need for an accepted public policy formulation.
Then, it might be easier to obtain acceptance of a number of differ-
entiated functions having a place in R and D activities. Competition
for money will continue, and pressures will still be exerted through
available channels, but the situation should be more manageable.

A precondition, however, is the development of an institutional
framework and a career pattern sheltering the newer functions until
they achieve sufficient strength to bargain on their own. Power
structures always resist change, but are usually prepared to bargain
when the changes are inevitable.

A key condition, therefore, is sufficient political strength to
develop a balanced policy programme, and to ensure implementation
without too much yielding to outside pressures. The programme should
be formulated and implemented in contact with all the interested
parties, but it should take its main guidelines from a general policy
for education and research rather than from short-term possibilities
of appeasement towards the most aggressive pressure groups.

A fashionable but much misused word in this context is "plura-
lism". With its positive value loading, this term is often used as
as excuse for preventing public intervention in what is claimed to
be the affairs of individual institutions or interest groups. If a
positive value is attached usefully to the term pluralism, however,
it must relate to the freedom of choice of the individual. This is
certainly not secured by allowing special interest groups to exert
their power without interference. On the contraryo -they are often
likely to impose much stricter regulations on individual behaviour
than pi, lic policy bodies tend to do.
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Previodsly, the importanQe of a wide range of discretion granted
to institutions operating in this field has been emphasised. But the
basic condition underlying this policy is that such institutions
should operate in terms of informative criticism and not indoctrinate
their members in a fight for power. Such conditions will not be
achieved through a general polidy of "laissez faire", or by creating
some ngw institutions.

An active public policy may, in fact, have as its strongest
_rationars,th,e_need to ensure for each individual, whether in research
or in ex4ditive functions, a creative and critical role based on the
freedom to search for alternatives. Few of our countries today have
an institutional structure ensuring such a freedom. It cannot be
achieved without a carefully worked-out policy by responsible public
bodies. Some of the means for working out such a policy have been
indicated and in the final part of this paper this question, in the
cotext of educational research, will be considered.



D. CONDITIONS AND INSTRUMENTS OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH POLICY

1. Present Conditions of Educational R and D

The hypothesis in this paper about the nature of the R and D
process, and the views on research policy aims outlined above,
already provide some indication of the proper instruments for edu-
cational research policy. The importance of the environment in
which R and D fune*ions are being performed has been emphasised and
some of the elements that distort this environment at present have
been indicated. A general change of attitudes as a basic aim of
edUcational research policy, which points towards the recruitment
and training of researche as a key factor has been supported.
Finally, the analysis may nt towards some of the criteria which
should govern the allocatiL of resources between individual projects
and programmes in the field of educational research.

In.this part, the current conditions of educational R and D,
and the four main policy instruments in this field: organisation,
recruitment, resource ellocation and international collaboration are
disdussed in more detail.

The present conditions of educational R and D differ consider-
ably from country to country. Certain features, however, seem to be
common to most countries,

Compared with most other major fields of activity, R and D
efforts constitute a tiny fraction of the total resources devoted*,
to education. There is hatdly a country where it amounts to as much
as.0.5 per cent of public expenditure, the normal figure in most
economically-developed countries being 0.1 to 0.2 per cent.

Mostly this goes into university-based research. A few count-
ries, howevet, particularly the United States of Americ'4, the United
Kingdom and Sweden, have recently put considerable effort into
development work, and in the United States an institutional frame-
work for such activities has been created. A iew other countries
have established special bodies for development and practical experi-
ments in education.

Educational planning has expanded rapidly in recent years, and
has become institutionalised in most countries. However, planning
activi.ties are still rather limited in scope; they are often badly
integrate'd into the administrative structure, either only orientated
towards providing a )basis for topldevel policy decisions or, in many
cases, mere adademic exedises. Only in a few countries has educa-
tional planning managed to establish a close interplay with opera-
tional activities.

At the universities, educational research is mainly concentrated
in institutes for pedagogics, which draw to some extent on expertise
in psychology, while contacts with other behavioural sciences are
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rare. In'sociology, economics and other fields, educational problems
are taken up more or less accidentally, though the increasing inter-
est in the sociology and economics of education is worth noting.

Educational problem areas subject to research at universities
are usually rather narrow., University researchers often find it
difficult to get into the real school world to make observations,
and to the extent they are 'in a positidn to co- operate with special
experimental 4chools, the laboratory situation rapidly becomes
atypical.

As in most other social sciences, special research institutes
outside the universities are rare- in the field of education.. When
they exist, they seem to concentrate on testing and measurement
services and other narrowly defined fields.

Contacts between educational research and administration are
usually not well developed. The same is mostly true for contacts
with educational practice. One of the reasons for thi..s is. the fre-
quently quite weak link between existing research and the training
of educational practitioners. In most European countries, primary
school teachers are trained outside universities. Secondary school
teachers, though trained in universities, often get a training which
orient them more towards specific disciplines than towards the teach-
ing profession. Educational problems as such play no major role in
their university experience.

One reason for this may be the narrowly-defined problems dealt
with byeducational researchers. The teaching process is quite often
conceived as a process of transmission from a teacher to a pupil.
More recently, teaching material and equipment have been brought in
as a third party. Also, when development work gets started, problems
are usually narrowly defined, stated in terms of the production and
field testing of "packages" of methods and material.

Quite often the findings of follow-up studies on the use of
different alternatives of this kind are that they make very little
difference. This may beebecause partial factor variations in such
a complex process as education are quite unlikely to have an impact;
the degree of autonomy is too low.

A typical example may be experiments with class size, which
regularly seem to indic&'e that class-size variations alone have
little impact. This, cf course, cannot tell us,what.would happen
if, for example, smaller classes were operated with methods and
materials developed for such a teaching situation, with teachers
trained for it; and with pupils used to it. There are some indica-
tions that the situation would then b quite different, but, of
course, it is not possible to say exactly what factors cause the
change. This kind of developmentally-orientated action research is
also rare in academic research institutions, being frequently regard-
ed as incompatible with their standards of "scientificness".

An even greater dI:ficultly may be the lack of generally
accepted evaluation criteria. In spite of the fact that everybody
pays lip-service to the broad goals of educational activities, only
narrowly specific aspects of their impact are usually measured.
Most of the evaluation taking place gives the impression that
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"achievemeht" in specific subject areas is the sole purpose of
education.

The schools suffer from this gap between the stated goals and
officially-recognised performance measures. Until now, educational
research has done little to-remedy this situation; on the contrary,
because of its insistence urdn"scientificness", it seems to have
reinforced the most narrow concepts of what education is for.'

Other research approaches to educational problems, based on
specific discipline, have not contributed much to improvement. A
typical case is the attempt of economists to tell what education
should be like, it it were solely an instrument for the promotion
of economic growth, as measured by the G.N.P. So far, this attempt
of a rather meaningless partial analysis has resulted mainly in
confusion, and increasing scepticism among educational practitioners
as to the possible impact of research in education. Economics has
certainly a role to play in the study of educational phenomena, but
only.as one of many instruments in a concerted analysis.

Role structure affects receptivity to research and development.
A fairly general feature of educational systems is their authorita-
rian character. Directive authority is exerted downwards along
hierarchical lines, and there is little encouragement of participa-
tion at lower levels. It makes no difference in this case whether
systems are formally centralised or decentralised. Lack of central
government influence may just as well leave the way open for strict

. authoritarian practices at the local government level or at the
level of the individual school. The centralisation/decentralisation
issue does,not seem to explain the nature of the authority structure
in the system as a whole.

An important factor in maintaining the present system is, in
fact, the pressure from below, from the pupils themselves. Teachers,
headmasters and local level officials often welcome authoritative
directions from above as a reinforcement of their own authority, or
at. least-as a defence against pressure from pupils and their parents.
A basic change in the authority structure of the school sy1106 can,
therefore, hardly be obtained without-a change in thisstr cture at
the base level, which again implies a new concept of teaching.

This May be the most important reason why current research has
' .suCh a small impact on educational practices. It does scratch the

'surface
without reaching the vital problems of the educational pro-

hess. And even when it goes deeper, role definitions throughoutthe
educational system create resistance to the introduction of new
findings.

-Once more the general problem arises of creating changes in
attitudes, which in educational policy terms means creating an
environment in which such a change can take place. Unless active
involvement in the search for alternative's to present practices

'becomes an essential part of the role expectations of performers at
all levels in the educational system, the pupils certainly' not
excluded, no educational research policy has much chance of success.
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II. Organisational Instruments in ,b-ucational Research Policy

(1) Organisational Structures re' R and D Performance

In principle, the ideal insti .tional setting for R and D is
one which facilitates "horizonta) contacts and interaction with
other institutions working in r' tted fields and on related problems.
In education, close liaison 0 id be maintained with research
institutes in a wide range o' elated research fields, with school
authorities, schools and teachers, with political bodies, economic
institutions and other agencies working on relevant questions.
Clearly, a choice will have to be made, a choice which will determine
the place of the individual body within the network of different
institutions.

External institutional relationships are main determinants of
an institutional role. The traditional University institute is
likely to have its main contacts with other university institutes,
with university teaching functions - pOisibly also post-work retrain-
ing - and to some extent with outside institutes for applied research.
Applied research institutes tend to have their prime contacts with
more basic research within universities and with the training of
school_ personnel, with institutions-for development and dissemination,
and with school authorities. Agencies for development work have to
opii,ate-id close contact, both with individual schools and teachers',
with dissemination centres and with educational authorities, main-
tainifig at the same time professional liaison with applied and basic
research institutes. Dissemination centres must draw upon research
and development work, but operate primarily within the school system.
The same applies to'planning bodies, although their main emphasis
will be on close collaboration with operational and decision-making
administreive agencies.

. A differentiated institutional structure, with varying role
orientationcand emphasis on specific R and D functions, but with no
strict division of labour in functional terms is therefore required.
Institutions could be grouped according to the predominant orienta-
tion of th it work:

(a) esearch service institutions,
u ersorganisations;..

(b) ResearchiteachinK institutions;
universities;

(c) Research application institutions, frequently
organises as independent units, but often affili-
ated to a university milieu.

A considerable amount of oveAapping between such institutional
types-is desirable. Teaching, especially at the post-graduate level,
should be provided also by institutions of type (c), possibly even
by those of type (a). Research orientated towards application may
well be performed by university institutes, as well as by service-
orientated agencies; while research-based service may be offered
also outside institutions of type (c).

closely linked to

usually inside
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Individual R and D performeAs should move easily betWeen the
different types of,institutions, and thus ensure interchange of'-'
knowledge and ideas. This requirea'reciprocity of career patterns,
to match the complemeAtarity between the functions to be performed.

It is essentialtinowever, that the performance'criteria which
govern the goal:structure for institutions and-individuals, should
be appropriatelto each of the functions in question. "Quality",
both in terms of performance and personnel qualifications, should be
judged in terms of the tasks at hand, and not,lor example, in terms
of traditional standards of academic research. The system of rewards
and sanctions should not, in other words be allowed to restrict un-
duly the range-of discretion.-

This' may make the exchange of personnel difficult, as long as
the research career is dominant in prestige. In the long run, how-
ever, adequate career structures within each of its different func-
tions are essential to the R and D process. This has been possible
in such fields as industry, agriculture and medicine, and should not
be beyond reach within education. Education may, in fact, be well
placed to create institutional structures that provide precedents
for R and-D efforts in other fields, particularly those based on the
social sciences.

Usually, educational Rand D work requires inter-disciplinary
staff. However, the essential question is how the interaction
between staff members operates. Even in large research institutes
most staff members may be working on indiVidual projects, primarily
to manifest personal qualifications through the satisfaction of
conventional qualification criteria'. Institute leadership may be
limited to a few projects directly supervised by the institute head.

Your main types of activities can be distinguished for which
the term "interdisciplinary collaboration" is being used(1).

(a) Research conducted within a common institutional
framework by research workers trained in different
disciplines, each working in his own discipline,
but influenced by occasional contacts with colleages;

(b) A common research programme divided into sub-
programmes, each based on a special discipline, the
findings typically presented in separate chapters
or volumes of a joint research report;

(c) A programme undertaken by an inter-disciplinaty
research team, working together and preparing joint
reports;

(d)'A Situation in which the individual research worker
has trained himself in more than one discipline,
representing in himself.inter-disciplinary
competence.

(1) This "typology" was first presented by Johan Galtung in
"Om Fredsforskning", nidsskrift For Samfunnsforskning"1966.
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The fjrat,three cases might possibly be.termed inter-disciplin,
ary,crosa-disciplihary and multi-disciplinary research. In the
fourth case a new research discipline'has been created.

It seems clear that the closer an institution for educational
R and D gets to the realities of the school system, the higher is
the level of collaboration required between relevant disciplines.
The limited thinking models of the traditional disciplines, with
their low degree of autonomy, should not restrict the range of dis-
cretion in terms of the "instruments" used. Also within universities,
however, there isa need for centres for multi-disciplinary educa-
tional research. This should not, of course, prevent other specia-'
lised irwstitutes from approaching educational questions, when such
questions form part of a broader set of problems, for example in the
fields of sociology, economics, anthropology and medicine.

The differentiation of institutional roles also has implications
for their financing, and-the extent to which their activities are
defined "from above". In principle, each institution might be
financed through a "two-budget system".

A basic budget should provide the necessary nucleus of staff
and the institutional infrastructure. It should also allow the
institution to build up competence in its particular tasks as it
thinks-best. Furthermore, an operational programme should be finhnced
through this basic budget and its size determined according to a
general judgement of the institution's functions and performance,
butsnot on the particular project proposals.

On top of this, contract financing should permit the full utili-
sation of the institutional nucleus, each contract being concluded
after negotiations between bodies responsible for financing and the
institution itself. The initiative would frequently betaken by the
research institution which, on the other hand, should have the free-
dom to refuse contracts offered.

The balance between theibasic budget and the contract financed
part would vary from one institution to another. For university
institutes, the contract part may be very small or even zero. In
general, the performance of 414 institution should not be judged
solely by their ability to attract contracts. If more than lip -,
service is paid to the basic critical function of such institutions,
their freedom of action should'not be strictly limited to their
ability at any time to convince potential users of the value of their
work.

(2) The Organisational Superstructure

The development °tan appropriate organisational framework for
educational research'is thus intimately connected with such issued
of research policy as breaking down rigid university structures,
developing multi-disciplinary institutions for'applied research and
development, bridging the gap between research inside end outside
universities, ..lancing the attraction of functiohally different
types of institutiond'-for research and development, and creating
differentiatgd performance standards appropriate to the various
insLiLutional functions. It is obviously difficult for educational
research policy to move on its own without major reforms in the whole



field of research organisation. On the other hand, educational
research, if properly backed by one of the biggest industries in all
our countries - education - may well be placed for pioneering efforts
in this field. The organisational principles followed in this area
should, therefore, be carefully chosen with a view also to the need
for a more geheral restructuring of research organisation.

Organisational measures in research policy, however, are not
restricted, to the internal and external relationships of individual
institutes. The organisational superstructure, including the distri-
bution of responsibility for research financing, should be restruc-
tured according to similar principles. Typical elements of this
superstructure consist of university faculties and central boards,
researdt4ouncils and agencies for funding of research inside central
,government admil3istration.

. The organisational superstructure within universities can hardly
be changed, except as part of a major university reform. In the
long run, the prime aim of educational research policy must be to
establish an accepted pattern of outside research contracts, possibly
aldo for development work, to individual university institutes and
researchers. This would make it possible to get round the rigidities
of financial allocations within a university. It might facilitate
the broadening of multi-disciplinary contacts and the development of
more appropriately-sized research programmis, an it :night promote

i/1
closer contacts between university research and users outside-thi
universities. The ties of university traditio s on individual dis-
cretinn.may thus be slackened, while the typical goal structure of
university research is likely to be maintained. An.essential reason
for widening the scope of university research institutes in this way
is also to increase their chances of providing adequate training of
new research workers.

The outlook of research councils' research policy may vary
considerably. Councils mainly concerned with fundamental research
are hardly in a position to develop comprehensive strategies for
educational research policy. This may also apply to councils mainly,-
responsible for promoting the social sciences; partly because
their disdipline orientation constitutes a limitation, and partly
because they tend to be dominated by academic research interests.,

In this case also, the short-term policy must be to accept the
particular goal structure of existing research councils, and to adapt
the role assigned to them cOhsequently. Traditional rigidities in
terms. of funds allocation might to some extent be overcome through
specific grants to such councils, earmarked for educational research.
Yet, it would be difficult for these institutions to adopt in one
specific area of research a policy outlook fundamentally different

2
from that governing their policies in general.

Specific bodies for the promotion of educational development
have been established in a forcountriea. Such bodies are usually
strongly involved in operatiodal activities, and it seems doubtful
"whether they should at the same time be responsible for extensive
funding of research outside their own control. This should not, of
course, prevent such institutions from contracting ourcertain parts
of their own programme.
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Specific councils for educational research may be the most
appropriate bodies for the development of a strategy for educational
research in general. There is, however, the danger that such coun-
cils will be more concerned, with the short -term feasibility of
projects than with their relevance to educational goals. FUrther-
more, educational research policy is an increasingly important
instrument for educational policy in general. One can easily,under-

,
s and the reasons why ministers of education may want to avoid-res-
ponsibility for priority decisions in the field of research., However,
strategic decisions of this type are essential to educational policy,
and should not be left to bodies which may leak intimate knowledge
of, or interest in, current policy issues, as well as political
responsibility.

Another possible solution is to build an agency for research
Suchand funding of research within the Ministry of Education.

Such an agency might well be guided by an advisory body, but the
responsibility for strategic decisions would rest with the Ministry.
The agency would have to find a balance between earmarked-appropri-
ations to existing general research councils and operational bodies
for educational development, and research contracts for institutes
and research groups within and outside the universities.

This may point towards differentiated responsibility for
research funding. The universities and other established institu-
tions would allocate money to educational research according to '

their usual principles of allocation. The same would apply to
research councils,. which may also have additional earmarked appro-
priations to spend. according to their own outlook on educational
research policy. Developmental bodies will get activities funded
on the basis of specified budget proposals." On top ofthis, research
contracts for priority tasks would be offered by a central minist-
erial agencyffor educational research to. whatever institution seems
appropriate, while the responsibility for the main lines of policy
rests with the Ministry of Education.

As seen from institutions performing educational R and D; such,
a superstructure Offers a wide range of options in terms of the.goal
structures governing the allocation of funds. Thus, their range of
discl-etion will not be too restricted in terms of conceptions of
their critical functions.

As a general systeM, this may well be applicable to more.fields.
than education, and might indicate a general pattern.for the organi-
sation of applied research in fields of major public interest.

III. Research Recruitment. Policies

Research recruitment policies are closely linked
tional measures, and to questions concerning resource
Yet, as they*are an essential instrument for research
special points concerning recruitment are taken'up in

t0:1,organisa-
allocation.
policy, some
this chapter.

There are two main aspects of the recruitment of researchers,
one relating to the training of new researchers, and the other to
the possibilities of attracting trained personnel from other fields .

of activity. The possible need for retraining of the latter'cate-t .

gory causes some overlapping between these two aspects, but it may
still be convenient to deal with them separately.
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(1) Training; of New R and D Performers

An organisations' framework, cohering the range from research
to operational activities, performs a series of different functions.
The development of correspondingly differentiated professional roles
is a precondition tor the effective interplay between those functions.
In developing these roles,, adequate training of personnel is essen-
tial.

In most countries, the training of personnel in this area
follows three traditional courses, directed towards research careers,
administration or educational practice. This divisiveness in train-
ing is often reinforced by the lack of contact between university
education and applied research.' Applied research institutes, usually
located outside the universities, are often not able to-influence
the training of their own future recruits, and even less of staff
for other functions.

Functions related to development work thus lack adequate per-
sonnel training.' There are three remedies which should all be per-
sued - through long-term changes in the traditional training system,
through internal retraining of personnel with inadequate training,
and through balancing the staff composition of institutions in-
charge of new functions.

Existing educational research institutions are usually not well
suited to training a multi-disciplinary research staff. 'Institutions
not concerned primarily with educational research may not be inter-
ested or qualified for the training of research recruits in fields
related to educational questions. The development of special
research groups in such areas as educational psychology, educational
sociology, educational economics, educational anthropology, educa-
tional administration, and educational technology, inside such -;

discipline-based institutes as those for psychology, sociology,
economics, etc., may not be an ideal organisational solution from
the point of'view of educational research. It may, however, be
necessary.in order to establish a sufficiently broad multi-disci-
plinary, recruitment basis for educational research, until expanding
research centres have acquired sufficiett strength to offer adequate
training in more specialised areas.

4116-

Perhaps more difficult is the question of finding an appropriate
balance in research training between various types of research and
development work. Most research training goes on in university
institutions mainly concerned with traditional research. Broadening
tbf scope of their research activities, both in terms of more appro-
prate research programmes and in terms of more differentiated types
of research, seems imperative if the universities are to maintain
their position as the prime suppliers of trained researchers. How-
ever, through collaboration with, outside institutes for applied
research and development, a more balanced programme of training
could be developed, if research programmes of such institutions
were systematically used as a training ground for new researchers,
possibly under the supervision of university authorities responsible
for research training.
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This kind of collaboration has been achieved in other fields
of research, and common benefits for all parties might bring it
nearer to educational research. The danger is that academic insti-
tutions might fear that, by losing their monopoly of research train-
ing, their ability to select the best candidates will be reduced.
As this is obviously a main purpose behind such a redistribution of
training responsibilities, some friction may result.

The established set of criteria for research training consti-
tutes another obstacle for balanced recruitment. Traditionally,
researchers are required to carry out their apprenticeship under
conditions which are at odds with the requirements of their research
career. Work in isolation - on often rather artificial one-man
projects- is certainly not the best way of training people for
future activities within research teams,-working on major programmes,
and possibly emphasising the developmental aspects of their work.
A basic change in this general feature of research recruitment
policies can hardly be obtained by educational research policy alone.
But attempts should be made towards modifying some of the worst
rigidities of the present system.

Perhaps the gravest difficulty'in research recruitment is the
tendency for vested research interest in certain fields to attract
also most of the new research workers, thus creating a cumulative
imbalance. This is partly due to the simple fact that established
research milieus and programmes have also the necessary capacity
for training the new research workers. Furthermore, established
patterns of research offer more security in a still rather risky
research career. Finally, strong research personalities within an
existing milieu naturally tend to attract the best recruits to the
field of their special interest.

The allocation of recruitment possibilities is'a main research
policy instrument. Training. capacity must be created in initially
weak fields of great relevance, while recruitment capacity may have
to be restricted in well-established areas of less relevance. Train-
ing fellowships should be at the disposal of non-university insti-
tutions, and training should be regarded as one of their necessary
functions. Clear statements on policy interest in expanding areas
may increase the motivation of researchers for work in such fields.

The isolation of universities from applied research and develop-
ment work is also harmful to training for traditional administrative
careers and for educational practitioners. Research findings and
training in the form of general principles, apparently far removed
from the practical problems facing administrators and practitioners
in the field, are frequently all the universities have to offer.
In many countries it is quite conceivable that university graduates
have not had any chance of getting acquainted with the kind of
research that really faces the problems connected with their future
work. No wonder that their general attitude is frequently one of
disregard for research as a factor releVant to their practical tasks.
This situation, too, calls for extensive collaboration between
universities and outside bodies in the training of students, both
for future research careers and for those of professional practi-
tioners.
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In all relevant training, the orientation of the training
itself is a decisive factor. Its aim should be to provide its
students with both the instrumentalities and the motivation for
continuous efforts to improve conditions in their particular fields
of activity, in the perspective of more general goals. Existing
structures of "professional" values should be examined critically,
and the inherent value orientation of current professional practices
should be made explicit. The teaching itself should be free from
directive authority, reflecting an educational milieu in which
authority is exerted in all directions, through the active partici-
pation of all its members.

Such a training_situation is not easily achieved by political
means_nnly-i and it can hardly emerge from an educational system

---dotinated by other, more traditional, authority characteristics.
Training for the constructive participation in educational milieus
free from directive authority should, in fact, begin in the primary
school and within the family.

A deliberate policy of decentralisation in decision-making,
through a shift towards informatj,ve means of authority exertion,
may constitute one step towards breaking the vicious circle,' Essen-
tial to this policy, however, is the effective implementation of
such a shift at all levels, "down" to the individual teacher and
pupil. The loss of prescriptive authority at the top must not be
permitted to result in its revival at some intermediate level.
Legal instruments may be necessary to ensure, increased discretion
of the individual within the system, and an active policy will in
any case be called upon to break down the authority structures
currently imbedded in the system.

Such policies are profoundly dependent upon general public
support, which may not prove easy to achieve. However, recent
reactions among young people may serve as an essential reinforcement
in this case. An educational situation should be created in which
pupils and students can develop their own interpretation of societal
goals, and of educational requirements, without necessarily feeling
that it is a revolt against the system as a whole. Such a develop-
ment should quite, on the contrary, be regarded as an essential part
of their experience in any educational situation.

The question bf the professional composition of new recruits
should be watched carefully. The innate tendency for all groups to
recruit from their own discipline must in some way be broken., The
example of educational planning is here significant. There are
ample examples of planning groups drawing exclusively upon the find-
ings of one particular field of research and neglecting completely
essential information emerging from others. The resulting analysis
shows all the weaknesses of discipline-based research, drequently,
however, without the caution shown by the latter.

This is not, however, only a question of a truly multi-discipli-
nary composition,of R and D staff. A diversification inexperience
and milieu background is also desirable. When a group consisting
solely of researchers tries to work closely with a traditional .
administrative organisation, there is a great risk that such a group
well find communication difficult. As a consequence, the group may
tend to address itself mainly to its own professional kind, thus
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reinforcing its isolation from the 'administrative organisation, and
distorting the purpose of its activities.

Similar effects are also sometimes seen when a group with pre-
dominantly administrative background enters a borderline field of
research. Facing negative reactions-among researchers, they may
turn primarily to their own professional groups, thus failing to
achieve their initial purpose.

Ideally, groups should be recruited not only from different
professional fields; but also from different work milieus, establi-
shing in this way effective communication links with related func-
tions. Again, the question of exchange of personnel between differ-
ent functions is vital.

Also in the case of staff composition and interaction, the
principle of non-directive authority is decisive in creating a
milieu conducive to informative criticism. Individual discretion,
based on genuine participation'in decision-Making, would then mainly
be limited by the requirements of team-work.

(2) Attracting Personnel from Other Fields

In many countries, educational R and D work is in a period of
rapid relative expansion. This in itself creates substantial diffi-
culties for recruitment. One of the problems is to find the right
balance between the use of existing qualified personnel resources
for the training of new recruits, as opposed to their full utili-
sation in operational R and D work.

Under the present rules for research qualifications, this diffi-
culty is real. Qualification requirements, for example, for a Ph.D.,
are often such as to make research trainees rather ineffective in
terms of actual research performance, and yet dependent on a con-
siderable amount of supervision by qualified research staff.
Research training, more relevant to the future work of R and D
performance, would imply that at a very early stage, new recruits
are engaged in team-work on essential research and development pro-
jects, contributing in a real "sense to the total performance of the
team.

Expansion of university activities to include larger applied
research and development projects might facilitate a development in
this direction and, in some countries, there may also be a tendency
towards abandoning some of the most irrational criteria for research
qualification. Yet, this is a long-term perspective, and can only
partly remedy the immediate personnel crisis of rapidly expanding
educational R and D activities. The training of nerd researchers is
in any case a time-consuming process, and in the long run, one will
have to look for qther supplementary measures.

Attracting active research workers from neighbouring fields has
a much more rapid effect, and may also help to create better contacts
with current research not primarily orientated towards education.

Perhaps even more important is the possibility of attracting
people involved in educational activities outside the field of
research. This applies particularly to development work, where
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qualification needs are more flexible. The experience of educa-
tional practitioners is also of particular value for such activities.
Specific training courses in research technology might facilitate
the recruitment of such personnel also for research purposes.

A number of practical measures may facilitate the transfer of
personnel from other fields. The most important factor, however,
appears to be the creation of a lively intellectual milieu around
educational research and development. The2e are complaints made
today about the difficulty of finding high-quality fecruits for
educational R and D. In a number of countries, where significant
efforts have been made, however, active and expanding researc.;n
milieus have considerable attraction, both to researchers and prac-
titioners, especially when a country is in the middle of major
educational reforms.

The distinction between research and development on the one
hand, and operational and administrative functions on the other, is
,licoming increasingly blurred. Such functions as planning, field
experiments, field testing and dissemination of research findings
play an increasing role in the general running of school systems.
It would be valuable if persons engaged in such activities could
have the opportunity of spending some time directly involved in
research and development activities. They have a background of
experience which might be highly appropriate to such activities,
and they may gain new insights of the utmost value for their,practi-
cal Work. Correspondingly, research and development personnel could
gain valuable experience by temporary assignments to more practical
tasks within the school system. A systematic scheme for personnel
exchange, involving both administrators at various levels, informa-
tion personnel and teachers on the one hand, and researchers on the
other, might become a key instrument of educational research policy.

In some countries, such systems of personnel exchange have long
traditions in the field of agriculture, primarily involving scien-
tists, teachers and extension service personnel. A similar, though
less systematic, exchange takes place in the industrial sector. It
would be desirable if a corresponding system in education were part
of'a more gen,eralgsysem involving all public services. The educa-'
tional'seotor,,howevar, should be well placed to lead the way in
this respect.

R

IV. Resource Allocation in-Educational Resprch Policy

The two basic criteria for evaluating a research project are
the relevance and the feasibility of the project. One might say
that, to a great extent, research'policy consists of making relevant
research feasible.

. .

The relevance of a project is judged on the basks of policy ,

aims. Such aims might include increased basic knowledge in a field
of research or more effective training of future research workers,
es well as the potential impact upon goals Outside'the field of
research. -.-

The feasibility of a project depends upon the interplay between
ambitions and resources of the researcher(s). Resources are. here
taken to imply both material resources, available methods, and the
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;resent state of theory building in the areas concer.od, as well as
the personal qualifications of the researcheminvolved..

In the short run, research policy must emphasise the feasibility
of potential projects, beyond the financial resources needed. In a
somewhat longer perspective, the relevance of projects can be given
more weight, as feasibility conditions may be improved through a
deliberate research policy.

The first condition of project feasibility is, of course, the
provision of the financial resources needed, Research policy in
many fields has not yet reached far beyond this point, which means
that s; t. term, feasibility-based considerations dominate research
prioritl Thus well-established research sectors tend to be
developed .....zther, while neglected areas remain undeveloped, quite
irrespective of their relevance. More long-term policy instruments
for increased feasibility, such as organisational measures, recruit-
ment programmes for research, and international collaboration, which
in the long run are decisive for the relevance of the total research 1

effort, tend-to be neglected.

(l) The Relevance of R and D Projects

'The relevance of a project should be evaluated-on its expected
impact in ..11'potential fields of applicRtion, including the field
of research itself. Education serves a large number of objectives
and, at the same time, a wide range of different resources are fed
into the educational process. The total interplay between these
"inputs" and "outputs" is extremely complicated.

In analysing such a system, a not unusual simplification is to
separate the so-called "external" and "internal" variables.
"External" variables would include such factors as those connected
with the inflow'into the educational system and the demand for out-
put from'the system, While "internal" variables would refer to fac-
tors describing 'the system "as such".

Such a-distinction, however, is not very meaningful. he inflow
into'the educational system at'various levels has a decisive influ-
eace upon "internal" variables at those levels, while such variables
themselves have a strong impact upon the inflow. In the same way,
"internal" variables are heavily-dependent upon the demand for edu-

. dational "products", while this demand is strongly inilvenced by
"internal" factors. It.is, therefore, an illusion to think that
"internal", factors can be evaluated unless in relation to "external"
variables. Nor can "external" variables be regarded as autonomous,
since they are. profoundly influencc,A by the system as such. "Internal"
and "external" factors cen only be dealt with properly in a simul-
taneous Analysis.

Most "external" factors, such as inflow and demand for educa-
tional products, are mutually dependent, and this is also true for
a great part of the "internal" variables. There is reason to belitve
that partial variations of individual factors in the educational,
pr( ess will mostly "prove" that no really. significant changes are
possible in education.
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This cone ion is certainly not justified. Yet, the compleXity
of the interd a deuce between most relevant variables in the educa-
tional system pports tee view that only projects taking a large
number of variables info account can provide valid results. Only
when a series of factots is varied at the same time can more signi-
ficant changes in the educational process be expected.

If this were true, far-reaching qonsequences for the ways in ,

which educational research is carriedout would follow. Team-work
and comprehensive,-co-ordinated research preigrammes would be the
obvious solution. Relevant research training would have to find its
place within such a framework. Tendencies in these directions are
in fact, noticeable in countries pursuing an active policy of educe-
t:ional research, such as the United States, Sweden and the United,
Kingdom.

Such assumptions also have a profound impact upui the relevance
of various projects. Within a system of strongly interdependent
variables, each factor may in a given situation operate as a minimum
factor - a "bottleneck". It would not be possible a priori to attach
articular importance to any specific factor within the system, nor

to the study of such particular factors.

As an example, it is interesting to note that experiments
recently startea on the interaction between teachers, pupils and
new devices for individualised teaching,such as computers or other
types of teaching machines, rarely take account the potential
implications for pupil'interaction. This is so quch more stAimge,
as the most extensive study on pupil achievement ever undertaken,
the "Coleman. Report", points to this interaction as possibly the
only major internal school factor influencing achievement. This
might indicate that a great part of.-current research on individuali-
sed instruction is another case of projects with a too low degree of
autonomy in their underlying mode-L:'

The complexity of the relevant factors involved may also be one.'
of the reasons why in educational research, so few examples are
found of genuine experiments with different po'er structu7es within
schools(1).' In ,view of recent educatibnal devilopments, one might
suspect factors-of real importance to be conne ted with such strue-

e, tures, but as yet, the field has mainly been eft to a number of
developmental projects.

The various R and D functions must be' viewed in a similar pers-
pective. The differences between them a e partly found in the way
they are per-ormed, which again may influ nee the relevance of their
results.

A researcher who wants to be accept will tend to impoSe upon
his work a series of constraints concerning the quantifiability of
variables,the "quality" of available information, the possibility
of, "control" of relevant variables, the existence of relevant general
theories within his b-anch of research and so on.' He will also
adhere to a number of conventional rules about research procedure,

(1) The extensive research on "teaching styles" has some relevance
in this context, but does rarely raise the full issue.
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manners of presentation, and formal qualifications of participants
in the study. Such constraints may differ somewhat from one field
of research to another, and between different research milieus.
Some of the existing conventions are also questioned, by researchers
themselves, as-to their relevance for the purpose of gaining new
insights(1). Yet, the.validity cf the findings is still a main
concern of the researcher.

Another feature of research, distinguishing it from other R
and D functions, is the frequent lack of defined objectiyes implicit
in tke researchers' thinking models. While goal-oriented (applied)
research is characterised by the explicit definition'of such vari-
ables, "pure" (fundamental) research does not a priori attach norma-
tive qualities to any set of variables(2).

Another difference, sometimes wrongly interpreted in terms of
integrity, lies in the thinking models used. R and D performers
oriented towards practical work will tend to start i:om existing
problems and policy-oriented models, examine their validity, and
expand them inorder to increase their autonomy. Researchers, on
the other hand, will tend to use models based on scientific theories,
frequently covering far mote ground than the actual problems at
nand, but not always fully relevant to those problems. ,This differ-
ence in approach often makes it possible for researchers to reveal
relationships not too easily identified by other R and D performers,'
while the latter may be in a better position to judge the relevance
of their thinking models.

Such differences might explain why research, neither in a
historical perspective, nor under present circumstances, is the .sole
generator of new insights. Whether we use such terms as "innovation",
"development", "planning", "inquiry", "creativity", new insights are
gained in all fields of society, in work as well as outside the
Sphere of economic activities. What characterises'a modern society
is not primarily its emphasis on research', but the extent of inter-
play between research and innovational activities in all sectors of
society.

The generation of new knowledge - "the eearch for truth"
inevitably a two-dimensional concept, based both on the validity and
the relevance of-new'findings. The two dimensions are closely inter-
related, as far as the validity of a theory is judged by its

(1) Cfr.' for example the growing interest in "action research".

(2) In all likelihood, this represents a gross over-simplification.
In terns of the researchers' subjective evaluation, normative
qualities certarnly play a role, also in pure research, both in
the choice of variables to be included in the model, and in the
selection of dependent variables to be "explained". A more
realistic distinction, therefore, between pure and goal7oriented
research mL6ht, perhaps, be made in terms tr the degree of
general acceptance of the normative qualities of dependent vari-
ables, even outside the world of research, although such a
distinction could hardly be made operational.
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"explanatory" value. Validity is then largely a question of the
autonomy of the thinking models used, which again is an important
aspect of the relevance dimension. Thus, neither validity nor rele-
vance are stable measures; they change with time and circumstances.
The view often held'is that relevance, as,opposed to validity, has
a short life span. In principle, however, there is no clear distinc-
tion between validity and relevance in terms of their resistance
towards changing circumstances.

On the other hand,,.the typical emphasis of researchers on
validity, and that of other R and D performers on relevance makes
a strong case for close interplay between the various functions.
Without such an interplay, research will become remote and the other
R and D functions become ritualised and sterile and fail to perform
their basic critical function.

The-problem is to what extent it is possible within the educa-
tional systew to find sub-systems with a fairly high degree of auto-
nomy, where inter-relationships between variables within the sub-
system are relatively insensitive to changes in outside variables.
To the extent such sub-systems are found, research models can provide
valid conclusions. In view of the extremely daring autonomy assump-
tions frequently implied in research in most other fields, educa-
tional research may also find a scope for projects smaller than those
attempting to embrace the whole of the educational process. Even in
this area, there may be some reason to hope that the systematic
collection of half- truths might eventually lead us closer to the
truth.

In all likelihood, however, increased knowledge about the edu-
cational system will, even in the future, primarily emerge from
practical experiments and other development work. In education, as
in industry, development aims at the creation and testing of proto-
types. The practical evaluation criterion is that the prototype
functions equally well or even better than what has been used up
till now. This means accepting for the evaluation of the prototype
the same simple criteria which are normally applied in practice.

It is desirable to make follow-up studies to clarify the full
consequences of introducing a new prototype, and also to examine the
possible consequences of alternative prototypes. However, as long
-as we know as little as we do today about the real consequences of
current educational practices, it seems rather meaningless to impose
upon most development work such strict evaluation criteria. A mis-
placed "scientific" attitude would certainly kill most development
activities in education, as in other areas, and would in its logical
'consequence lead to the abandonment of all educational activities
until we know much more about what we are doing.

Again, we may conclude that in the search for relevant R and D
projects, there is no a priori basis for regarding a particular
R and D function as more productive, or more worthy of support, than
the others. Other criteria than the labels of "fundamental research",
"applied research", and "development", must be applied. There are
some reasons to prefer major programmes, embracing a large number of
variables, which in many cases points towards developmental activi-
ties. This should not, however, be interpreted to the extreme that
no room is left for smaller, frequently more research-oriented
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projects. Interplay between various R and D functions is essential.
One cannot, however, judge the pe.-?ormance of one function by the
criteria of another, without the risk of destroying the proper func-
tioning of the former.

(2) Approaches towards Increased Relevance

Turning now to a more specific discussion of relevant research
projects in education, the first suggestion is that there is still
an extensive need for descriptive observation of central variables
in the educational process, factors of psychological, sociological
and economic character. This raises, however, the question of the
relative "importance" of such factors.

A starting point could be the costs connected with the input
of various factors. This is not very satisfactory, as a far more
important criterion would be the impact, in a given situation, of a
marginal change in the input of each factor upon educational goals.
However, on the whole, only guesses can be made on this part"

Where factor costs have been chosen to illustrate an approach
to the question of priorities, it should be stressed that this is
only one of several ways of viewing the problem. This is perhaps a
somewhat unusual angle, but as it is relevant to practical policies,
the example is still of interest.

The input of pupils' time is the dominant cost item in major
parts of the educational system. Variables relating to the pupils
should therefore be very significant.

(i) Pupil Input

There is reason to believe that the behaviour of pupils in the
educational process is related to their social and economic back-
ground, their abilities and other psychological characteristics, and
their experience at earlier stages in the school system. Such
characteristics have not been very much observed in the various
types of education. Even weaker is knowledge about the correlation
between such variables and actual pupil behaviour within the educa-
tional system, for instance related to the transfer between various
levels of education and achievements in school requirements. More-
over, very little is known about correlationswith behaviour not
regularly evaluated in a school situation, although constituting
important elements of any statement on educational goals.

There is some information about what happens to the "output" of
education, mainly in terms of occupational careers. But the func-
tioning of graduates in working situations, and their functioning in
other contexts are very little understood. Similarly, little is
known about how the differences in functioning relate to pupil
characteristics brought into the school system, or acquired during
the educational process.

Essential issues in educational policy depend upon questions of
this type. But even a careful observation of such factors would
lead-Maly part of the way to valid conclusions. Partial analysis of
individual factors may easily be misleading, and even more compre-
hensive factor analysis can point towards conclusions which may
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prove to be very sensitive towards changes in variables external to
such a model, for instance educational methods and content.

(ii) Other Cost Items

Similar surveys are needed of other costly resources in educa-
tion, such as teachers, other manpower, equipment and teaching aids,
and school buildings. It seems to,be widely believed that with
teaching aids, especially, a marginal increase in costs might lead
to major advances in terms of educational objectives.

This may also be true for such less cost-requiring factors as
organisational and informative inputs. Something is known about the
organisation of education and the content of the curriculum, but the
actual situation regarding the qse of instructional methods and the
character of interpersonal relationships in the educational process
is largely unknown. Costs related to such factors mainly take the
forin of expenditure for research and development, for training and
retraining of teachers and other dissemination of information to the
schools. The view is not uncommonly held that in these cases too,
a marginal increase in inputs may yield major results.

(iii) Educational Goals

Another type of survey concerns the goals of education - as
conceived by educational authorities, teachers, pupils and parents,
and as emerging from the actual behaviour of the different groups.

Essential in this context is the present lack of adequate
instruments for measuring the extent to which various goals are
actually reached within the educational system. We have only to a
small extent been able to define generally-accepted or potential
goals operationally. Even purely descriptive research in this field
seems seriously neglected.

The "importance" of various goaldof education will influence
also the choice of projects in this area. Guessing, on the basis
of the scattered pieces of insight available, will have to be
resorted to.

It might be added that the question of the importance of various
goals should not be thought of in purely normative terms. Education
has no goals "per se". The various elements of an educational goal
structure are justified by their relationships to more general goals
of society, and the validity of such postulated relationships should,
at least in principle, be accessible for empirical verification.'

(iv) Priority Assessment

General ignorance about the educational system justifies a
high priority for descriptive studies of phenomena related to the
most important input factors in the educational system. The most
essential questions in education, however, cannot be fully answered
in this way. Such answers would require a much deeper insight into
the interrelationship between inputs and goals than descriptive
studies of this type can provide.
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A step towards broader problems may ba represented by studies
concerning the possibilities for substitution between various inputs
into education. One would then at least approach some of the strate-
gic choices which have to be made in connection with the further
development of the educational system. Some such questions of
priority are indicated below.

Allocation of teacher input. Available teacher resources can
be used in various ways. Would the best results be obtained by
(a) more time spent in school by pupils, (b) reduced normal class
size, (c) more frequent splitting up of classes, (d) more emphasis
on remedial teaching, (e) more teacher time spent for joint planning,
information retraining and so on? Would a re-allocation in relation
to current practices give a better utilisation?

Teacher input/other resources. Can teacher input partly be
substituted for by other resources, such as teaching aids, other
types of manpower, self-controlled pupil work, and other principles
for organising instruction?

Current/ca ital ex enses. To what extent is rational instruc-
tion dependent upon t e ype of school buildings available? How
valid are the suggestions that new types of school buildings are a
necessary condition for more basic reforms in education? What addi-
tional coitsof school building permit a greater flexibility in
educatonal practices?

pupils' time/other resources. Can the same educational achieve-
ments be obtained in a shorter time by increased input of otL'
resources, such as teachers, teaching aids, new organisational struc-
turesand new teaching methods?

Alternative instruments in'the selection process. What are the
results of such measures as pre-sc hool teaching, abolition of organi-
sational differentiation, reduced distance to school, guidance and
various forms of financial aid, for the application and completion
of education at various levels?

,

Alternative weights on various forms of teaching. What are
the results and economic consequences. of different combinations of
in-school and out-of.achool'education?

Alnativei:,latswiiiiptELlorrmsofeducation. Have we
arriviadfPer-barancebetWeen basic education and adult educa-
tion on the job or in spare time?._ Would our total educational
efforts show better results if resources were re-allocated between
those forms of education.

Alternative weights on different types of pupils. What is the
impact of educational efforts aiming at pupile with different mental
and social characteristics? How much of so-called "educational ,-
achievement" is, infect, a mere reflection of the pre= selection nf
pupils? Is it possible t6 judge what kind of pUpils would be most
"profitable" for educational efforts?
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Alternative weights on different educational goals. 'What is
the impact upon the personal development of pupils and other general
objectives of society of such elements in educational goal structures
as the acquisition of concrete knowledge, problem-solving abilities,
openness and tolerance, ability for co-operation, creativity, etc.

It seems quite clear that practical queitions stmh.as these
cannot easily be transformed into fruitful questions for research.
The factors involved are difficult to define, and offer complicated
problems of empirical measurement. At the same time the degree of
autonomy would often be low. Answers which might be found will
obviously in msny cases be sensitive to "external" factors, such as
structures of authority and organisational roles, instructional
methods, teacher experience, curriculum content, pupil character-
istics, etc. The weighing of various components of the goal struc-
ture for education will be decisive all through.

Even such fairly extensive "models" as represented by the ques-
tions raised above would, consequently, in many cases not be suffi-
cient to provide scientifically-based answers. Projects aiming at
throwing some light upon questions of this type will mostly have to
be developmental in character - testing out alternatives constructed
on a partly intuitive basis, and evaluated according to the simple
criteria of everyday practice.

A main weakness in this costrbased approach to the question of
project relevance is that alternative solutions to many essential
problems in education are not fully reflected in cost figures. This
is true for problems related to educational content and methods, and
it is also-largely the case regarding alternative models for partici-
pation in decision-making in education at different levels.

A_full appreciation of the relevance of research relating to
such problems is only possible with reference to a defined goal-
structurt for educational policy. However, though tempting, a major
discussiOn of goal structures and possible uniform traits in such
structures from country to country is beyond the scope of this paper.

Yep, it should not be forgotten that educational research policy
is basically a matter of politics, of applying normative criteria to
essential decisions. To some extent, differences in normative judge-
ment may be'lue to lacking, factual information about empirical rela-
tiOnships between ends and means. Yet, there is no doubt that
genuinely different value' structures exist, which have a substantial
bearing upon educational policy. This is true when comparing dif-
ferent countries, 4 well as within each country.

There may be a tendency for international organisations, and
even for national authorities, to disguise such differences for the
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benefit of apparent collaborations, both internationally and between
different interest groups. The study.o4 educational research policy
should perhapsvrather have as a primate purpose a ware explicit
exposure of different value structures relevant to educational
policy, and of their consequences in terms of practical policy
measures.

Precise and "operational" statements on goal structures are
difficult to obtain from responsible authorities in any country.
One of the purposes of educational research might therefore be:to
tram, from policies actually pursued, the kind of goal structure
that appears compatible with'the policy measures taken. Such an
analysis may reveal very provocative differences between theory and
practice. It might prove to be one of the most effective ways in
which the instrument of research can be brought to bear on essential
policy issues.

V. Internacional Collaboration

International collaboration ranks among the most potent instru-
mentp of research policy in most fields, an instrument, however,

'which is frequently used far below its potential. Educational
research is not only underdeveloped in national contexts, it also
scores quite low_in terms of effective use of, international colla-
boration.

International research collaboration cannot, however, be an
alternative to national research efforts. National research and
effective international contacts are, in fact, complementary; the
latter serving mainly. to improve the quality of the former. This
explains why international collaboration does not particularly
favour the smaller,-and scientifically weaker countries! living from
crumbs falling from the tables of the larger ones. It is not only,
as stated in an OECD report, that "in front of the massing,possibi-
lities and rising costs of'acience we are all small"(1). The scienti-
fically weaker countries may simply not be in a position to select
and digest a significant part of the menu of research information
offered through international collaboration.

The case for international research collaboration is easily
stated. Most problems studied by research are common to.most count-
ries, though not necessarily equally relevant* and the findings
should be valid far beyond the borders of any particular country.
National research efforts may be conceived of as contributions to a
world wide pool of knowledge, available to everyone who wants to
make use of. it. Each country should be able to draw from the pool
much more than they feed into it.

Furthermore, especially in the social sciences where controlled
laboratory conditions are more difficult to stage, the world at large

-constitutes a laboratory of social phenomena, offering a far wider
factor set-and more varying conditions, than any-national situation*
Only againat.'an international background can the dependence'of
research findings upon special national conditions be identified,
and the validity of results be put to test.

(1) "OECD Observer, Special Issue on Science", Paris, 1966.
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In practice, however, this ideal image of research collaboration
has serious limitations. Most frequently referred to is restricted
access to research findings in order to safeguard commercial and N.
defence interests. There are some doubts, however, as to the effec-
tiveness of such measures when research results actually lead to
application(1). In a field such as educational research, "classi-
fied" findings are alsp unusual, though the problem has arisen in
the context of commercially developed educational aids and curri-,
culum programmes.

Another key problem relates to the disseminetion of research
information which, in principle, is free for all. While in many
fields, and educational research is clearly one of them, research
documentation has not been well enough organised to permit easy
access, even more difficult problems seem connected with the selec-
tion of relevant materials. The question of effective documentation.
presents a number of technical problems, but they can be solved
provided the willingness to devote sufficient resources to the task.
The question of selectlng, among an overwhelming mass of documenta-
tion, the few pieces of information relevant to a particular piece
of research, has not, however, found a proper answer. As long as
this is the case, the effectiveness of international 'research colla-
boration is seriously hampered.

One part of the problem, especially in the less "exact" sciences,
may stem from traditional attitudes among Lhe researchers themselves,
refusing to accept the claim on qualified personnel input involved
in effective research communication, and also denying to work in this
field the professional prestige and rewards justified by its,essen-
tial importance. To a considerable extent, however, s,ch attitudes
are also the natural consequences of small and badly organised
research milieus not able to cope with the need for differentiated
research functions. The problem is particularly grave in small
countries, but is also clearly present in larger countries with an
organisational structure perMitting only dispersed and unco-ordinated
research efforts.

Various attempts on international co-ordination of research
efforts may to some extent be explainedon this background. Division
of labour within the framework of international research prograMmes,
the establishment of international research institutes, proposals to
develop international "centres of excellence" and so on, are all
argued for in terms of the pooling of scarce resources, in order to
reach a "critical mass". It is a ouestion, however, whether the
assumed simplification involved in terms of information selection,
does, not add significantly to the motivation among researchers. If
one could identify in advance a few key institutions from where the
essential new research developments are likely to emerge, life would
be much easier for everybody involved in both research and research
policy.

This. particular aspect of international research tsllaboration
may not be fully recognised, and it may involve some danger of
reduqed alertness and standardisation in the selection of informa-
tion. There is some evidence that in order to achieve political

(1) Cfr. e.g. the OECD reports on "the technological gap".
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acceptance, co-operative research undertakings at the international
level tend to be based on well established research approaches,
offering significant possibilities of pay off along traditional
lines, but perhaps less chances for pioneering results in high risk
areasOi "Centres of excellence" are far from easy to establish by
administrative decree.

f

Such dangers might be loduced if international research insti-
tutions put less emphasis on their own in' -house research performance,
and more 9n establishing the widest possible contacts with ongoing
research of some promise, encouraging.and stimulating such research'
in various ways. At the same time, a more explicit recognition of
their essential function in information selection and 4issemination,
would be likely to increase the usefulness of such institutions to
national' research(2). It might also contribute to a raise in the'
status, also at the national level, of hitherto rather neglected
service functions in the research field.-

. The main difficulty im such an orientation of international
efforts on research co-ordination may be the_ lack of "visibility" of
their results.' Striking "finding0 wouli not so frequently be
directly associated with the international agency, and in terms of
the usual nati*al achievement criteria, work with such institutions .

might be regarded as less rewarding. Even international institutions
cannot easily escape the established value structures generated
within the research world.

This leads to the perhaps most complicated problem in interna-
tional research collaboration, thebtransfer of implicit values
-embedded in research findings.

In its simplest form, such a transfer of values is implied in
the existence of an international research milieu, with its own
standards of performance. As in most countries, access to the inter-
national league of researchers in one's own field - "international
recognition" - is regarded as the prime criterion of professional
success, its standards tend to dominate the process of professiona-
lisation among researchers.

This phenomenon is a key to the understanding of why "inte-
nally generated objectives" - not shared by outsiders to the
research field - tend to dominate the performance of research insti-
tutions. In its most striking form it is found in developing count-
ries, causing serious complaint3 about the lack of relevance to
national problems of local research efforts, and being a major factor
behind the "brain drain". The phenomenon exerts itself, however, to
a great extent also in economically 'more advanced countries; the
lack of strong reactions against it may simply be due to the fact
that we have lived with it too long to recognise its full signifi-
cance._

(1) The solution may be somewhat 44ifferent when co-operation is
based on special instruments beyond the economic capability of
individual countries.

(2) At least in terms of,its stated intentions, the CERI appears
to me a good example of this type of institution.
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We have no guarantee, of course, that those wh a prime task
it is to define the national needs of our countries, are always able
or willing to reach the best possible conclusions. Research is,
therefore, not necessarily irrelevant to real needs because it does
not happen to coincide with such conclusions; analytical approaches
and value structures imposed upon national research by adherence to
international standards may well contribute to the identification
of problems of real national significance. Yet, the dependence of
such standards upon traditional scientific disciplines, and their
inherent biases in terms of values, make the beneficial effects of
their dominant influence on national research performance doubtful
indeed.

Once more, the effect is most serious in the smaller countries,
where participation in the international research community easily
becomes an objective in itself. Lacking proper criteria for research
policy, international recognition tends to become the basis of public
_support. In those countries the dependence upon international stan-
dards is greatest, while the ability to judge sensibly among inter-
national impulses is less de'veloped than in the scientifically
advanced countries.

-
The effects of conventional international.stOndards for research'

may yet represent a minor problem as compared with the transfer of
implicit values embedded ih'research findings. Such findings are,
as pointed out in previous chapters, frequently based on research
models with a low degree of.autonomy,-And reflect'ass...ption about
outside factors - including objective`s to be served - closely con-
nected with predominant national value structures. "Importing" such
findings as "scientific", and using them as the basis for further
national research involves unrecognised, but frequently quite strong,
value biases.

"Research findings" in this context also include methodologies
and "schools of research". Such fields as economics, sociology and
psychology, - all high* relevant to educational research - abound
with examples of this kind. Educational cost-benefit-analysis based
on wage differentials, the usual kinds of manpower requirement stu-
dies, curriculum research, research on individualised instruction
and on education for disadvantaged children, are only a few examples
of current research approaches usually loaded with implicit value
assumptions.

The whole idea of research as a function which shall primarily
result in "products" to be disseminated to "consumers" has, in fact,
a similar value connection. ; :med problem-solving products of
this kind are increasingly distributed also internationally. The
weaker the national research efforts, the less chance there is for
a critical examination of whether such products meet any real needs.
But the product-producing research pattern is adapted, in an attempt
to copy apparently "effective" research policies.

What most countries can afford, however, is only to adapt
imported "products", and to,test them out nationally according to
evaluation criteria frequently imported with the products themselves.
They become,increasingly dependent upon further "product" import,
and involved in a process which may prove, in practice, to be irre-
versible. Current developments in the curriculum fields-are well
suited as an example here.
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The severe problems involved in international research colla-
boration, as indicated above, should, of course, not be taken as a
warning against such collaboration in general. They should, however,
.be the basis for a profound rethinking of the terms of such colla-
boration, in order to make it a more adequate instrument for construc-
tive policies in this field. A few hints as to the possible outcome
of such an analysis form the final paragraphs of this document.

First, it should be clearly recognised that a solid basis in
terms of national research activities and appropriate research
organisation is a precondition of the proper utilisation of inter-
national research collaboration. The necessary expertise must be
available for the substantial task of selecting relevant information,
and for critical evaluation,- according to national criteria, of
research findings.

Secondly, appropriate criteria for national research performance
should be developed, and the reward structure in the research field
must be adapted correspondingly. Only in this way can the,predomi-
nance of frequently irrelevant, international research standards be
reduced to rational proportiorip.

Thirdly, it shduld be fully recognised that the prime means of
international research collabdration is the flow of information
between active researchers at the rational level." Facilitating such
flows and their effective utilisation, inclLding the removal, of
biased selection mechanisms, is far more important than contribution
to international bodies for the performance of research.

Such international bodies.should'primarily be oriented towards
stimulating national research, and the effective distribution of
information. Their national reward structures, as well as those
governing their work in.;general, should be changed accordingly, thus
counteracting the present bias towards favouring primarily individual,
scholarly performance. Activities initiated in "member countries"
should be generally accepted as the predominant criterion for the
evaluation of international bodies.

Correspondingly, co-operative research programmes should be
judged by their stimulating effects on national research, and not by
their apparent possibilities for saving national research efforts in
certain fields. The saving effect will only materialise in the form
of qualititive enrichment of the national milieu.

The question of value loading in research findings is primarily
a national problem, though it becomes more visible in the context
of international collaboration. Its solution also must be found in
national policies towards research permitting and rewarding broader
research models, crossing discipline boundaries, and allowing under-
lying assumptions to be spelt out explicitly.
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In international organisations for education, there is a tradi-
tion of pretending that apart from minor-differences, all countries
are more or less devoted to the same value structure. At the same
time,- cases of manifest conflict in political views are-referred-to
as emerging from differences in national conditions(1), which,as
such should be regarded of no concern to other countries. Inter-
national collaboration in_education - and educational research in
particular - would probably benefit from an open recognition of the
fact that policies are governed by the different political value
structure predominant in the different countries. Similar value
structures are, in fact, to be_found within most countries, their
influence on the el_sting power structure varying, however, strongly
from country to country.

Such recognition, including the realisation that predominant
value structures also strongly influence research, would facildtat,
the critical examination of information provided through inter-
national research collaboration. It might also to some extent
counteract the tendency for international organisations to propogate
implicitly, and often unconsciously, the particular value structures
of certain dominant countries.

Finally, the more profound understanding, called for in this
paper, of research las an essential fun on of informative criticism,
is also valid in the context of international collaboration. This
means that the import of research "products" is not the essential
outcome of international collaboration, but the confrontation of
different solutions, different alternatives for choiCe.

There is strong evidence as to the substantial impact of inter-
national comparative information in education. No "national tradi-
tions" can explain away the fact that some countries keep their
children in school much longer than others, and that significant
differences exist in terms of social recruitment to further educa-
tion. We are also gradually developing meaningful comparative
measures of at least some aspects of .what happens to children in
school in various countries, and of the consequences of such differ-
ences in treatment. Yet, until recently, relatively small efforts
have been devoted to such studies; their potential, therefore, is
greater than what is presently shown.

ft

The great promise of international research collaboration will
only be fulfilled when international evidence can be used to widen

'profoundly traditional, nationally bound ideas about what is feasible
in education, and the options actually facing us. It will then be
reelised that aims in education, considered dependent on quite
speci,.. procedures, can in fact be achieved along widely different
roads, s,me of them, perhaps, far easier or less costly than those
previously assumed. At the same time the value structures underly-
ing choices will have to be explicitly identified since they can no
longer be disguised behind the assumed inevitability of traditional
means-ends relationships.

(1) The phrase "national cultural traditions" is favoured in such
cases, as a disguise of genuine conflicts about political values.
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Such an outcome, however, does not automatically follow from an
expansion in international research collaboration. As indicated
above, t7here are forms of such collaboration which may actually work
in the opposite direction. National policies, alert to both dangers
and possibilities, can ensure the impact of international collabora-
t:.on in education research set out above. An abundance of research
"products" of obscure relevance and value implications cannot attain
tL.s, but an enriched process of infonnative c- ticism through all
the educational system can.
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